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FOREWORD 

e Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research was 
estal~lished on May 17, 1771 under the cosponsorship of the \V:orld 
0, ancl UNIIl', in association with nine governments and the Ford 

ancl Kockefeller Foundations, to support and expand the work and iinp:ict of 
four intern~~tional agricultural research centers. UNEP is now a fourth 
Cosponsor, ant1 the CGIAR's meinhership has risen to fifty-two, including 
sixteen from the South, supporting a network of sixteen international agricul- 
tural rese~~rch centers. 

The fountling inemhers of the CGIAR formulated a set of principles 
and priorities th~lt would make it possihle for the productivity increases of 
the green re\.olution to be spread beyond South Asia, where its benefits 
were first felt. 

Today, as  it rounds off a quarter century of effort and achievement in a 
more difficult and complex situation, the CGIAK is poised to rise to the much 
greater challenge of promoting the creation and mobilization of sustainable 
technologies in the global battles against poverty, hunger, and en\.ironmental 
degradation. 

As Cosponsors of the CGIAR. \\:e have I~een  pleased to note that, in 
preparation for the array of tasks that lie aheacl, the CGIAK underwent a 
program of renewal which sharpened its vision, revit~~lizecl its operations, 
re-energized its scientists, and reshaped its rel~~tionships nrith a broad 
range of partners. 



Horn. tint renew11 program was sh:lped, and how its results can enable 
the CGIAR to function even more effectively t lun before as an instrument 
o f  development, is at the heart of the policy statements recorded in this 
pul~lication. 

It is. therefore. :I compendium of interest and importance to all practi- 
t ionel-s of development. 

CGIAU Cospo?z.so~~ 
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INTRODUCTION 

e policy statements that appear in this compilation were delivered 
il Seragelclin. Chairman of the Consultative Group on International 
tural  Kesearch and  the  World Bank 's  Vice Pres ident  for 

entally Sustainable Development, at the CGIAR meetings held 
during the eighteen-month program of renewal launched in May 1994 and 
corllpleted in October 1995. They reflect both the substance and process 
of renewal through which the CGIAK System prepared itself to confront 
the new and complex challenges of today and the coming century. 

The  CGIAR, established in 1971, is a n  inforinal association of 
governments, internation:il and regional organizations, and private foun- 
d a t i o ~ ~ s  that supports a network of sixteen a u t o ~ ~ o m o u s  international 
agricultural research centers. Productivity and natural resources manage- 
ment are the twin pillars of CGIAK research on  food crops, forestry, 
livestock, irrigation management, aquatic resources, and food policies; 
and in its sen-ices to national agricultural research systems in devel- 
oping countries. The mission of the CGIAK is to contribute, through its 
research. to promoting sustainable agriculture for food security in the 
developing countries. 

The contribution of CGIAR research centers to a l le~kt ing hunger and 
poverty is widely acknowledged. Norman Borlaug, the originator of the 
dwarf L-arieties of wheat that sparked off the green revolution, received the 
Nobel Prize in 1970. Five former CGIAK alumni (John Niederhauser, Kobert 
Chandler, M. S. Swaminathan, Hans Herren, and Henry M. Beachell) and 
one  current Center sc~ent is t  (Gurdev Singh Khush) have each been 
awarded the World Food Prize. The CGIAR was awarded the  King 
Baudouin 1ntern:ltional Development Prize l>y Belgiuni in 1980. 

Despite this record of achievement, a crisis of confidence seeped 
through the CGIAK in the 1990s. By 1994, the 111ost widely recognized 
aspect of the crisis was a significant decline in funding for the core 
research agenda, as well as the direction of funds to projects outside of the 
agenda, since 1992. The decline was expected to persist in 1994 and 1995, 
thereby threatening the continuity. integrity, and effectiveness of research 
at the CGIAR Centers. Behind the financial factor. l~owever, there were :1 



number of other uncertainties that reached into the vision, programs, 
governance, and approach of the CGIAR Systetn. While the strengths of 
the System remained firmly in place, nreaknesses needed to be dealt with. 

At this point, a new Chairman, lsnlail Serageldin, assumed leadership of 
the CGIAR. Building on  what had already been done to grapple with 
elements of the crisis, he challenged the Group to undertake a coherent 
program of revitalization, covering all aspects of the CGIAR System. The 
Group responded positively, fully committing itself to meet the c11:illenge. 

It was against this background that the CGIAR launched a renewal 
program to "clarify its vision, refocus its research agenda, create greater 
openness and transparency, strengthen its partnerships, ensure its effi- 
ciency and effectiveness, and tighten its governance and operations." 
The renewal program was characterizecl by five milestones: the 1994 
Mid-Term Meeting in New Delhi, 1ntern:itional Centers Week 1994, a 
Ministerial-Level Meeting held in Lucerne, Switzerland in February 1995, 
the 1995 Mid-Term Meeting in Nairobi, and Intern:itio11:11 Centers Week 
1995. To reach and pass each milestone, the Group was required to 
complete a specified set of tasks and responsibilities [see "Milestones of 
Renew:il" page is].  

International Centers Week 1995 was the fifth milestone on a "journey of 
renewal" which Mr. Serageldin described at the Nairobi Mid-Term Meeting 
(May 1995)-the fourth milestone-as .'a journey of hope, a journey of 
excitement, and, most of all, a journey of accomplishment." 

The fifth milestone represented both :in end and a new beginning. 
Beyond the fifth milestone, participants at ICWr95 agreed, were new jour- 
neys, new opportunities, and new challenges. By common agreement, the 
renewal program equipped the CGIAR System to move forward-"with a 
greater degree of confidence than before, but not over-confidence"-in 
association with new and old partners, toward the goal of a healthier, 
more viable South. 

Almost every aspect of the CGIAR was affected by the renewal 
program. Per11:ips the nlost notable feature of the renewal is that the 
CGIAR has been t~ ins formed  from an aggregation of Members whose 
vision and generosity supported agricultural research for food abundance 
in the South to :in enterprise that is well on the way to being a fully inte- 
grated South-North enterpr ise  based o n  a shared  vision.  Sixteen 
developing countries are now CGIAR Members. There were none at the 
founding of the CGIAK. And at ICW95 the CGIAR ~velcomed its first 
Member frotn Eastern Europe-Romania. 



Mill- Se~lgeldin's acldresses represent the hopes and aspirations of the 
CGIAK. They constitute both a historical record of change as well as a case 
study of how change was 1,rouglit almut in the CGIAR. They serve as a 
useful reminder, as well, that ;111 institutions, howe\.ei- well-estat~lished. need 
to replenish their strcngtlis perioclically if they are to remain vibrant and 
effective. 

Chair; C G I A K  Firraric-c, (.ijr?lnzitte~c~ (,'I?uir: (X;I:tK Ot,c~rsig/7t Co~trtr I itlev 

Y 
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MILESTONES OF RENEWAL 
I. The New Delhi Consensus, Mid-Term Meeting. May 23-27, 1994 

A strong signal of confidence and commitment sent to the Centers. 
Agreement reached that the research agencla must drive the budget 
and not vice tjlerxcr. 
Special program to st:il,ilize funding endorsed. 
Commitment to strengthen governance. 
Eighteen-month timetal>le for renewal adopted. 

11. International Centers Week, Washington, DC, October 24-28, 1994 
Short-tern1 financial stal~ility secured. 
Nen- research directions explored. 
New modes of decisioninaking introduced. 
I'reparations for the third milestone endorsed. 

111. Ministerial-Level Meeting, Lucerne, Fel>n~ary 9-10, 1995 
Highest-level meeting since the Rc.llagio Conference. 1971. 
Kole of agriculture ancl agricciltc~ral research in sustainable develop- 
ment reaffirmed. 
Strong So~~th-Nortll support for the CGIAR: Southern membership 
grows. 
Dc>c-lnmtio~z ujld Actiotl P1,ocqrnrn adopted, with guidelines on: 
- Uroader I'artnerships 
- The Research Agenda 
- Governance 
- Finance 
C;rounciwork laid for the CGIAR to he a fully South-North enterprise. 

IV. Mid-Term Meeting, Nairobi, May 22-26, 1995 
New rhy-tllm of meetings inaugurated; 1996 research agencla adopted. 
Funding target for 1996 research agenda approved. 
Governance strengthened; role and forin of new Impact Assessnlent 
and Evaluation Group decided. 
Progress made toward broadening partnerships wit11 NAKS, NGOs, 
and the private sector. 
Funding prospects sti-vngthened. 

. Intematiomal Centers Week. Washington, IIC, October 30 - November 3, 19515 
Final adoption of nem or renewed structures, procedures. and 
programs. 

January 1 9 9 G T h e  Renewed CGIAK in l'lace 

& 





I. CRISIS CONFRONTED: THE JOURNEY BEGINS 
Chairman's Opening Address at the CGIAR Mid-Term Meeting 

New Delhi, India 
May 23,1994 

is a privilege for me to address you today. I have assumed the chair- 
of the CGIAR only since January. I consider it an honor to have 

trusted with this mandate, fc>llowirig, 21s I do, in the steps of many 
guished predecessors who have set very high standards that I will try 

to live up  to. 

It is a privilege to join the CGIAR, which has made so many contributions 
t o  improving the prospects of the world's poor by making basic foods abun- 
dant and inexpensive. I am honored to have been chosen Chairman of the 
CGIAK as it enters this new phase of its existence, where ne\v  challenge^ in 
natural resources management-including forests, fresh water, soils. coastal 
zones and the sea-await us. Old challenges 
ably inet in the past, increasing productivity 
in the face of ever increasing population 
pressure, and maintaining the biological 
diversity of the crops that hun~anity depends 
on, rem:iin barely at bay and require contin- 
uing effort and vigilance. 

WE MIISI' EIVGAGE THE IN'I'ERNA- 

T I O N . 4 1  (:OMMIINITY IN T H E  

DEMANDIIVG AND IJNREMITTING 

TASK OF MEETING THE CHALLENGE 

OF FEEDING .\ WORLD WHERE A 

RIIJ.ION PEOPLE GO HIINCRY TOD~4Y 

AND TO WHOSE POPIIIiITlON WILL 
These challenges come at a time of 

BE WLIELI QN(YI'HER BII.I,ION OVER 
tightening budgets everywhere. Resources 

'I'HE NESI' DECIDE. 
are scarce. Efficiency and effectiveness in 
the use of the  CGIAR'S resources must 
remain our watchwords. Much has already been done to streamline and 
aclj~~st to leaner times. Many import~int programs have already been pared 
to the bone. I salute these efforts and sympathize with you for the difficult . . 

decisions that so  many of you have had to make over the last few years. 
But the mission of the CGIAR is too vital to be sidelined by budget discus- 
sions. It should be the research agenda that drives the budget, not the 
other way around. 

We must, with~n the realistically available and mol%lizable resources, strive 
to maintain the thrust of our efforts. We must engage the internatio11:il 
conlrnunity in the denlanding and unremitting task of meeting the challenge 
of feeding a world where a billion people go hungry today and to ahose  
population will be added another billion over the next decade. A world that 



rededicat ion of t he  in ternat ional  
community at the highest levels for a 
renewed CGIAR. My views today are 
the  result of extensive consultations 
with the Cosponsors, Members, TAC, 
the Oversight and Finance Coininittees, 
Center Directors and the Chairs of the 
Boards  of Trustees ,  as  well a s  t he  
Secretariats in Kome and Washington. 
The consultations were both informal 
and formal. I am, therefore, hopefill that 

WHAT WAS APPROPRIATE IN THE PAST 

IS NOT NECESSARILY APPROPRIATE FOR 

THE FUTURE. RENEWAL DOES NOT 

MEhV CONTINIJATION OF PAST PRAC- 

TICES. CHANGE, HOWEVER, MUST BE 

GIIIDED BY A VISION, A SENSE O F  

PURPOSE, AND A FRAMEWORK THAT 

WILI, HELP TRANSLATE THAT VISION 

INTO REALITY. 

my remarks will respond adequately to a wide range of perspectives on 
what needs to be done and will garner the consensus of this assembly in 
support of the actions that we  need to take now. 

A Strong Signal 

The description I have given of the System at the working level should 
cause us all the utmost concern. This is not an unduly alarmist view. It is 
shared by all who are familiar with the sihlation. They are unanimous in their 
expressions of concern. The question is what we are going to do  about it. 
Therefore, I am requesting this assembly not to leave New Delhi without 
making a series of inlportant decision,4ecisions we will commit ourselves to 
implement expeditiously as soon as we return to our home offices. 

We must send a strong and unambiguous signal to the entire System as to 
where we stand. This signal inust have two components. First, we must stop 
this drift and uncertainty that is sapping the morale of the scientists. We must 
send them a strong message of our commitment to the System and its goals. 
This must be given now. It must be a signal that will enahle researchers in the 
field to focus on their work programs with redoubled vigor, secure in the 
knowledge that the System is not losing the confidence of the Members; that 
there is a vision-shared by the stakeholders and responsive to the needs of 
our ultimate clients, the farmers of the developing countries-which the 
community is willing to support; that the purpose of the research is valued; 
and that the commitment to excellence is sustained unimpaired. 

I am, therefore, asking you all to make a declaration of support in tenns of 
funding the CGIAK that will indicate the erosion is over. I will be asking a 
number of you to address this point, today and in the days ahead. 

Second, we need to send out an equally clear signal that it is not going to 
be business as usual. The CGIAK needs to introduce discipline in its operations 
requiring some changes in gtwernance that will affect Meinlxrs and Centers 

4 



alike. The watch\i.ords of this change must be efficiency and effectiveness, 
because the System as a whole is more than the sum of its prirts. 

These changes must be directed at introducing predictability in funding and 
resource nydnagement, coupled with transparency and accountability. They must 
create a system of governance capable of n~aking choices between weH-articu- 
lated options and ensuring that the core research agenda, once anived at and 
endorsed, is adequately funded before resources ;re cliverted to other projects. 

The links with NAKS need to L>e turned into real partnerships. The voice of 
the ultimate client, the poor fanner, needs to be heard. 

We must make clear to all not present here how seriously w e  are 
conunitted to this task of renewal of the CGIAR's system of governance, and 
that this is an inseparable part of our strong and continuing financial support to 
the System. 

The World Bank's Response 

Subject to an adecluate response from the Members, the World Bank is 
willing to d o  11 lot to responcl t o  this twin challenge of st:iL>ilizing the 
System's finances and assisting the process of its renewal. Let me outline the 
full scope of the World Bank's response to the CGIAR's current problems. 

First, the Bank will forgive the debts o f  the CGIAR to the World Bank, 
which are the result of the Bank :~dv;incing funds in excess of the 
prescribed agreements in previous years. This amount. totaling $5.6 
million, is being turned into a grant as an exceptional gesture toward the 
CGIAR in a period of crisis. It is matched with a decision that the finances 
o f  the CGIAR must be  put on a firmer footing, and the Bank will not 
extend any such loans in the future, no matter what the crisis nlay be. This 
is a one-tirne-only gesture. 

Second, the Bank is willing to increase its participation in real terms 
11y adjusting upward its declarecl ceiling of 15 percent of the core 
funding as currently defined to 15 percent of the core expenditures that 
inatch t he  TAC-recommended and  Member-approved program of 
research. The present such progr;lm o f  research, adopted at ICW93, was 
costed at 5270 million. 

This is our way of acting on our st~rtecl position that it is the research 
agenda that must drive the financing, not the other way around. This would 
significantly expand the amount of Bank support. It reflects a recognition that 
a number of Meinbers have difficulty in providing unrestricted core funding t o  
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the full amount required and are forced to use different funding programs to 
provide full support to the agreed research agenda. 

To my mind, this change does not violate the spirit of the agreement 
whereby the Hank would provicle 15 percent of the funding for the 
CGIAR u p  to S40 million. On the other hand, to the extent that comple- 
nlentary funding is I>eing providecl for activities that are not part of the 
agreed research agenda ancl \:ark program. the Hank will not recognize 
these as pertinent ancl will not include them in its calculation of the base 
against which the 15 percent woulcl I>e applied. 

Thircl, i f  Member support  is forthcoming to  the  core agenda in 
substantial amounts, the ceiling that the Bank mrould be willing to go to 
could exceed the cul-rent limit of $40 million. That is clearly a theoretical 
issue at present until the finances are stahilized and the Systenl is put on  
a new and sounder footing. However, to the extent that Members are 
willing to commit t l~emsel\~es to funding a core research agenda of the 
CGIAK, they will fincl tile Hank an active and ever greater contril>utor to 
this worthwhile enterprise. 

Fourth, to help stabilize the funcling situation in 110th 1994 and 1995, 
the Rank will waive the 15 percent rule and commit the present maximum 
of $40 million to each of those two years. 

Fifth, the Hank will maintain its support to the Secretariats of the TAC 
and the CGIAR at current levels for each of 1994 and 1995. 

Sixth, the World Hank is willing to help stabilize the financial situa- 
t i o n  of t h e  System a n d  e n s u r e  tha t  t h e  c o r e  resea rch  : ~ g e n d a  
reconlrnenclecl I>y the TAC and adoptecl t>y the Members is f ~ ~ l l y  funded 
even in the transitional years of 1994 and 1995. The current estimate of 
the funding gap in the S270 million agenda is o n  the order of $30 
million in each of 1')94 ancl 1995. It is appalling that w e  could h e  
committing approximately $290 million to the CGIAK and still  have $30 
million unfuncled in the  agreed-upon $270  million basic research 
agenda. 

To meet this S60 million gap in 1994 to 1995: the Bank would be 
willing to consider recommending to its Hoard that w e  s l~ou ld  fund 
one-third of this gap in :I matching formu1:l up  to :I maximum of $20 
nlillion, subject t o  Meml>ers coming up  with their share of the funding, 
either by re:~llocating already committed funds from complement:~ry 
programs outsiclc the basic research agenda t o  items in the  hasic 
rese:lrch agencla or 13). allocating ne\\) funds to fi l l  the gap.  

6 



Seventh, the Hank is ready to pl:~y a 
more acti\.e role in stabilizing the funding 
structure of the CGIAK so that we will be 
al3le to ha1.e a more preclictalde system of 
I~udgeting and funding, less subject to fluc- 
tuations and uncertainty. It is inconceivable 
to me that w e  are half\\.ay into the year 
without the Centers knowing exactly what 
their I~uclgets are for this year. While fully 

WHILE F U I . I S  R E S P E C T I Y G  T H E  

CONSTRAINTS EACH MEMBER HAS 

I N  T E R M S  O F  ' I ' IMING A N D  

STA'I'IITORY O B L I G A T I O N S ,  W E  

M l l S T  B E  4BI .E  T O  IN'I'RODIICE 

PREDI(;T.UILITI' AND PRECISION IN 

T H E  FINAYCIN(; A N D  BlIDGETING 

OF - 1 n E  CGIAR. 

respecting the constraints each Meint~er has 
in terins of tinling and statutory obligations, we must be able to introduce 
preclictability and precision in the financing and 1,uclgeting of the CGIAK. 

1 \\.ill person:llly work closely with the CGlAK Finance Committee and 
its C11:iir. Mr. Michel Petit, to bring some order to these chaotic finances 
13efo1-e 1CW. I xsk all Members to rise to the challenge of introducing some 
discipline in funding arrangements, and I hope that I ail1 ~inticipating your 
cooperation in this all-ilnportant matter. 

Without waiting for ICWi, if there is sufficient Membe~- support declared 
here today, ancl sufficient commitment to  the idea of stabilizing the 
CGIAK's finances in a preclictat~le and meaningful klshion, and working 
towarcl the renewal that 1 have sketcheel out, then the Bank would be 
ufilling to ~ n a k e  the contrit~utions that I 11,i\.e outlined. including recom- 
rnencling to our Board of Directors the additional one-time-only effort of 
funding :i thircl of the $60 million gap  on  a matching t1asi4 u p  to a 
maximunl of $20 million. 

Whether this generous increase of the Rank's financial support to the 
CGIAK materializes or not is entirely dependent on  the actions that you, 
the Meml~ers, will take here in this ;~ssembly. At the end of this Mid- 
Term Meeting I will announce the results, one way or the other, and the 
CGIAK System will have I-eceived its signal. I I~elievc the Hank's position 
h ; ~ s  nonr I ~ e e n  inade abunclantly clear, and the onus of the decision rests 
with you. 

Strengthening the NARS 

Many Meinhers lK1\.e heen concerned that the CGIAR should work moi-e 
at strengthening nation~~l agricultural research systems. One of the CGIAR 
Centers, ISNAR, is devoted to this task. The rest of the CGIAR System is really 
clevoted to research. Technical assistance and capacity t~uilding are different 
and difficult tasks, even with mucl~ larger resources. I think the intern~itional 
agricultural research centers shoulcl collabo~itc with NARS. Indeed, I would 
elevate collal>oration to real partnerships through consortia and other means, 
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but the CGIAR shoulcl not becorue an all-purpose development tool. It 
should not take on the task of strengthening NARS in some 100 developing 
countries. This shoulcl he ktncllecl by other resources. 

To meet this very legitimate concern, I will establish beginning July 1 a 
new group in the World Bank, to be headed by Mr. Petit, reporting directly 
to me and working in close collaboration with the Bank's Department of 
Agriculture and Natural Resources, which as of mid-September will be 
headed by Mr. Alex McCalla. The priinary responsibility of Mr. Petit's new 
group will be to huild the desired bridge between the work of the Centers 
and the needs of the NARS and national extension services. without which 
research would not translate to impact on the Farms. I propose that the 
bulk of the funding for the national agricult~iral research ancl extension 
systems come from regular official development assistance funds, including 
the World Bank's lending program. Mr. I'etit and two other senior 
colleagues working in that group will have priinary responsibility for 
building the bridge between the CGIAR and our regional lending programs. 

The probleins of strengthening the NARS and extension systems are 
real. While some national agricultural research systems are incredibly 
sophisticated and competent and are increasingly taking the lead in a wide 
range of programs, that is not generally true of the majority of developing 
countries. I do not believe the real issue is money. I t  is the national polit- 
ical will to give NARS and extension systems the priority that they deserve. 

We at the Rank are willing to reflect that priority by issuing an invita- 
tion to the governments of the developing countries. The World Rank 
would be willing to put up to $500 inillion of combined World Bank and 
International Development Association resources annually for each of the 
next five years, a total of $2.5 hillion, to support developing country NAKS 
and extension systems, provided the governments concerned are willing to 
ask for this support and are willing to make the necessary institutional 
commitments domestically to strengthen these services. 

For many years, national agricultural research systems in many developing 
countries have sufferecl from weak institutions, limited commitments from 
public authorities, and, aclding to low morale, insufficient recurrent expendi- 
tures and generally low effectiveness of the resources devoted to research. 

In recent years, pressures to reduce public expenditures have tended to 
worsen the situation in inany countries. This has led several Members and 
many developing country officials to either criticize or put pressure on the 
CGIAR Centers to devote more attention t o  strengthening their NARS through 
training, technical assistance, and sometimes even financial suppoi-t. 
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Lrnfortunately, the real issue for the NARS and for those external 
financiers who are willing to help is, at least partly, the absence of well- 
prepared research and extension projects suitable for external funding. This 
absence certainly reflects a lack of political support in developing countries 
which has much to do  with the problem. 

WE MUST DEVELOP, FORMIILA'I'E, 
If that diagnosis is correct, the problems 

AND DISSEMINAm A COMPREHEN- 
will not be solved by the over-stretched CGIAR SIFz Smll'EGY OF SLmR's AND 
Centers doing a little more here and there with PROMOTION OF T E C H N O L  
the scarce grant funds available to them. We DEkELOPMEN'C mD 
must develop. formulate, and disseminate a AGKICliLTuRE. SUCH A 

comprehensive strategy of support to and 
STRATEGY THE SPECIFIC ROLE OF 

promotion of technology development and T H E  CGIAR, O1..,. 

diffusion in agriculture. Within such a strategy R E S E A R C H  OF A (;ENIIINELY 
the specific role of tlie CGIAR, carrying out wmlwAn IT 

research of a genuinely internation:il nature, ALONE CAN UNDBCsAKE, I:LD 

which i t  alone can undertake, should be  
BE REASSEITmD. 

reasserted. 

National research and extension activities must :ilso be siipported, 
but this must be done with resources other than the scarce grant funds 
available for international research through the CGIAR. This, therefore, is 
the logic behind my offer of $2.5 billion from the Worlcl Bank into 
strengthening national agricultural research and extension systems over 
the next five years. 

I hope other donors will join us in this enterprise, and that devel- 
oping countr)- governments will avail themselves of this offer, which, I 
repeat, requires that they agree to  give these agricultural systems the 
requisite priority and make the necessary donlestic institutional and 
financial commitments to inake them the viable instruments that we hope 
for thein to be. 

L A U N C H I N G  T H E  P R O C E S S  O F  R E N E W A L  

Let me now return to the more profouncl changes that must be intro- 
ciuced for the renewal of the CGIAR-the issues of governance, the researdl 
agenda, :ind the need for a vision. 

On Governance 

Governance is different from restructuring, and from the managelllent and 
administration of the System. Action is already unclerway on all three fronts. 
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On restructuring, Mr. Kajagop:llan ant1 you have already taken major 
steps t o  consolitlate the hvo li\lestock Centers in Africa, and the hlontpellier 
and Kome Centers dealing ~vith genetic resources. The key is to implement 
these nler-ger-s promptly and smoothly. I have nlet with the working group 
involved n-ith the merger of the two livestock Centers and pleclged my 
support to help move this work program fo~-i~r:~rd. 

While it 1s ~mportant to look at \ ~ ~ : ~ p s  of further streamlining b) inter- 
center cooperation o n  part ici~lar ~lctivities, I nm not convinced i t  is 
appropriate to consicler addition:il restructuring of the System at this time for 
m o  reasons. 

First, the ration:lle that starts :lnd drives many of these scenarios is 
the presumed necessity of reducing the funcling available to the CGIAK 
to some arbitrarily determined level without re1:ition to the rese:lrch 
agenda th:lt this funding is intended to support. To repeat, I believe very 
strongly that the rescarch agencl:~ should dl-ive the System :lnd not uice 
ueysa. I hope you will agree with this premise and work with me to turn 
things around. 

Second: we have not seen or assessed the experience of the two 
mergers that are now undeiway. Me do not yet know the fill1 measure o f  
the irnp:ict sucli reorganizations have o n  the scientists in the Centers 
concerned. That must be oiIr first concern. I would, therefore, propose 
th:it such scenarios he suspendecl until we have good reason, in terins of 
the scientific agenda and the efficiency o f  pursuing it, that would dictate 
that we revisit this question. 

Concerning the management and administration question, ther-e :ire 
studies unde~way concerning other efficiency measures that can be  intro- 
duced on :I systemic basis. I have no cloul,t the Centers have independently 
introduced efficiency and tightenecl management in their oper:ltions. What 
remains is to promote inter-center concerns and seek systemwide effi- 
ciencies. This will n ~ a k e  the CGIAK Systenl function as more than a collection 
of indepeticlent Centers and create a whole that is more than the sum of its 
parts. We 11l~1st encourage clevelopment o f  effective systemwide progl;ims. 
such as the ~nanagement of gcnetic resources or water issues or the use of 
consortia and partnerships 110th within the CGIAR Centers and with others 
from the developecl :~nd eleveloping worlds, incluciing national ;~gricultural 
researdl systems, nongovern~nent:~l ol-ganiz~tions, and other groups. 

Every effort must he made to increase efficiency and effectiveness 
throughout the System. A ni~rnlxl- of ~neasiu-es intended to tighten manage- 
ment and increase efficiency will I>e considerecl, ancl I hope :~clopted, at this 
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meeting. Efficiency :~nd effectiveness nlust be the watchwords of the CGIAR 
ancl must I>c an integral part of the signal we send out throughout the 
System. 

Governance questions were only partially addressed by the creation of 
thc Oversight ant1 Finance Committees. This \vas :in important hilt illodest 
start. We must acknowledge that much remains to be done. The relation- 
ship among the two committees and the Members; the links ainong 
various stakeholclers. including cleveloping country representatives, 
Secretariats, and the Centers; the autonomy of the Centers, the indepen- 
clenct: o f  the 'TAC, and how to guatantee these; and the w:~y to introduce 
systematic. decis ionmaking ancl t ransparency,  accountabil i ty,  ancl 
predictalhility in the fi~ncling o f  progl-ains, are all extremely important clues- 
[ions. Without addressing them, it is difficult to dval wit11 many other 
aspccts of thc. System. They are on  0111- agenda for this meeting, and I look 
fonrarcl t o  a li\:ely discussion in the clays ahead. 

Clearly, these three aspects of resti-c~cturing, governance. and manage- 
ment ancl aclministration are intertwinecl. All interact with the financing 
iuechanisms we will put into place. For example, it will be necess:lry to 
clarify that \vhilc Memhers will be funding programs lather than Centers, the 
p ~ ) g ' a m s  :ire exec~lted by Centers. Programs clo not exist 21s a clisernhoclied 
set of ;lctivities. To become real they must he implemented by entities, in our 
case the Centers. A matrix appro:ich th:~t relates programs :Icross Centers 
woi~ld I,e a first step in ensuring clarity :~nd inter-center cooperation witllout 
unnecessaly duplication and overlap. 

Focusing the Agenda 

While impressive lvork has I~een  clone to f o c ~ ~ s  the CGIAR agenda more 
sharply than before, allow me t o  make a few comments without prejudging 
the outcoines of our discussions. These observ:~tions are advanced because 
of my belief that the System should be driven by the research agencla. 

h.Iy starting point is that the CGIAK is not working alone. While noting 
what others are doing, it should be 11ndert:iking I-escarch that it alone c-an do 
well, or for which it has a clistinct comp;~rati\:e L~dvantage. That mloiild put 
the hulk o f  the System's work sc~uarely in the strategic ancl applied parts of 
the researdl continuum-basic, strategic, applied, and adaptive research- 
\vith NAIiS str:lddling the applied and aclapti1.e parts, and some, such as 
India. China. and Brazil, going \?re11 into the strategic. 

The second criterion I I>elie\,e necessaly to help define the agenda is that 
the nature of the research should he focused on what one could tenn the 
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international puldic goods aspect of the research topics. W11:it can I->e funded 
and undertaken by the private sector should be left to them. Likewise, topics 
of national importance that do not have international relevance should he left 
to national institutions. 

What then should the research agenda focus on? The focus on hunger and 
food security remains paramount. We will have another billion people on the 
globe within a decade, but with no opportunity to expand agricultural and 
irrigal~le land at anything resembling the rates as before. This leads to the 
need to maintain and increase the productivity of land and water resources 
with less reliance on fertilizers and pesticides. This will also require diversifica- 
tion of crop ~irieties and adaptal~ility to different ecological zones. 

Current thinking is that I>iotechnology is :I priority area for CGIAR focus. 
In part, it promises major contrihutions, either in terms of accelerated 
breeding through gene marking or through transgenic breeding actually 
achieving direct DNA manipulation. It is an area where the CGIAR1s compar- 
ative advantage vis-2-vis tlie NAKS, in translating cutting edge Western and 
Japanese university work to agricultural research of concern to the poor, is 
clear, and where the comp1ementarit)irity between the CGIAK1s work and that of 
the NAKS ~vill remain high. 

In the ecoregional zones it seems clear we will need to keep a balance 
among Africa, West Asia and North Africa, Asia, and Latin America. On  
balance, more work will have to be done on Africa, pending a significant 
strengthening of the African NARS working with other groups such as the 
Special Program for African Agricultural Research. The work in Asia, VC'ANA, 
Latin America, :ind elsewhere must t->e carefully calibrated to the specific 
comparative advantage of the CGIAK uis-u-z~is the national agricultural 
research systems to ~ilaxinlize conlplementarity and synergy through 
networking of research programs. 

Special questions have been raised about 
the CGLAK1s potential role in Eastern Europe 
and the former Soviet ITnion. That is a ques- 
tion on our agenda in the next few days. 

Research also includes policy research 
on institutional and socioeconomic issues. 
CGIAR research activities must link into the 
farming systenls studies and participatory 
community-based work done l ~ y  NAKS and 
NGOs. The role of women, prol~lems of land 
tenure, and cultural dimensions-ill1 the 
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Factors that affect the adaptation and adoption of technologies+annot be 
ignorccl at any level of research. The voice of the poor, the end users of the 
research. must be heard, and not just that of our institutional interlocutors, 
the NARS, i~nportant as they must rernain. 

The biotechnology area is also related to the tremendous achievement of 
the CGIAR in building up  the genebanks that now include some 600,000 
samples held in trusteeship for hum:lnity. This will requlre us to play a role 
in the clarification of the new statutes that will ebolve over the next few years 
as the implications of the Convention on  Biological Diversity and the GA'IT 
agreements on  intellectual property rights are factored into the visions of 
national legislations and the three are brought into harmony. 

Clearly, there is merit in ensuring that the availability of germplasm for 
the NARS and the resulting applications at the farm level are not impeded 
from reaching the poor of the world. Maintaining and expanding this 
ln\aluable resource and improving our understanding of its scope and 
potential is a service that the CGIAR must continue to pursue as an integral 
part of its manelate. 

W'e must deal with the water scarcity issue. I do not believe our current 
work on mrater globally-not just hy the CGIAKis adequate to solve what is 
likely to be the major prol~le~n facing large parts of humanity in the first decade 
of the next centui-j7. For the CGLAR, it is a centrrll part of natural resoxlrces 
1nanagement and should figure more pron~inently in the work programs of 
ecoregional Centers and should be better linked to the work of IMI. 

Revisions and fine-tunings of work programs in efficient management 
of natural resources, including soils and nutrients. as well as special 
ecosystems such as forests, is currently underway. It is in this context that 
the CGIAR's mandate to assist in the implementation of Agenda 21 will be 
most evident. 

Given the CGIAK's funding crisis, this appears to me to be the proper 
thrust of the sharply focused work program. Nevertheless, if one  can 
look beyond the current funding crisis, at least two areas of emphasis 
should be consiclered, given the tremendous international import:~nce 
and the glohnl nature that make them particularly difficult for national 
research programs to handle and particularly suited for an international 
system such as the CGIAR to address. These are aquatic and marine 
resources and coastal zones. 

These areas are not being proposed for considerable expansion under 
the present circumstances, certainly not until the funding of the CGIAR is 
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stalilized and put onto a sounder footing. Some progi-ess, although insuf- 
f '  lclent ,  .' is be ing  m a d e  o n  aquacu l tu re .  Marine resources  a r e  no t  
adequately addressed globally. The current ICLAKM program remains 
quite modest. 

I arn always struck hy the fact that only in the case of the sea are we 
still hunters and gatherers. The results o f  this short-sighted approach are 
seen in declining fish stocks and ever more expensive but declining 
catches, while fish farming and aquac~llture account for a small fraction of 
global fisheries resources. In all other areas of 11um:ln nutrition, we rely on 
firming appro:~ches. The absence of aquaci~ltui-t. fro111 the foocl equation is 
even more surprising when w e  recognize that marine animals have a very 
I:~rge reproductive capacity and that some 70 percent o f  world's popula- 
tion lives within 150 miles o f  the sea. Related to this point, the co:~stal 
zones  represent a special ecoi-egional ch:~llenge in terms o f  n a t ~ ~ r a l  
resources management, which nrill be  extreniely important if fish farming 
and aquaculture take off in a l ~ i g  way. 

These observations about the agenda are not really at odds  with 
adopting an agenda not ve1-y different from the TAC-recommended and 
Member-adopted agenda that was costed at some $2711 million. They are, 
in fact, in broad accorcl with the o1,servations of a number of distin- 
guished external reviewers, including the Blake Com1nittee.l the SAKEC 
Committee.? and the Conway I'anel.3 This convergence o f  views gives 
me  comfort to think we can reach :~greemcnt o n  a core agenda that must 
govern our funding ancl guide our work pl-ograms and the activities of 
the Centers. 

A Vision of the Future 

The renewal of the CGIAK requi~es a definition of a vision of nhat  the 
System can and d ~ o u l d  be. It must pl:lce the CGIAK in the context of an 

?'lie Action G r o i ~ p  on  Food Security, chaired I > )  Mr. Kol,ert Blake. (:l~:~ir~nan o f  the C~~lnmittee on 
hgriculti~r:~l Sustainal,ility fo l -  I>c\eloping Coilntl.ies in the L.nitcd States. The Action Group was 
establishetl shortly :~ f t c~  IC\qr03 to ; I S S ~ S S  the con t in~~ing  ~ O I C  o f  intern;~tion:rl ;~gricultural rvse:irch 
ant1 ro f a rn~u la r e  straregieh for ol,r:lin~ng the fi~ncls rcquirecl t o  s ~ ~ s t a i n  rec:it-cti 'She repol-t uf rhe 
.Action (;soup. enrilleel "Feecling 10 l3illion I'er~plc in 2 O i O :  t l i r  Key Kole of ~ h r  CGIAK 
Intet-nation:~l Agl-~culrural Rese:~rcli Ccntc-rs." w:~s clisc.uwecl : ~ t  PI'lThlOi. 
.A review panel o f  Sweclish scientists, ch:~iretl l,y Mr. Rjiil-n Liinclg~-en and  convened hy Ihr  
Swedish Agcnc.) Sor Rese:~t.cI~ (:ooperarion \ \ i r l i  I)e\relol,ing (:ounrrit' (SAKECI r o  e\'alu;lte rhr 
CGIAK. 'llie (:c)m~iiitrvv's rclx)rt enritled ".A (Juinquent~i:~l Review o f  S\veclish Support t o  tile 
CGIAK cluring 19r(7-1992." wxs tal,l~.cl ; i t  h'lTXI9+. 
4 n  exrernal panel c l ~ , ~ ~ r e c l  I,? >TI-. Gc~rtlon Con\ \ :~y anel csral,lished 1,). the (:GIAK Oversight 
(;ommittec. t o  ~.e\ic\v the C ( ; I A R '  \ I > I O I ~  :lntl sl~-.~tc.gy. The l'nnel'\ reporr, enritletl ,'Sustainal,lc 
Agriculture. 1'01. 4 1'oc)tl S c c u ~ ~  %?>I-lcl: A Vision Iirr the CGIAR." \\a clisc~~ss?cl ; ~ n d  :~cloptccl ;11 
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evolving n:orldwide system, spanning from the most aclvanced centers of 
pure rese;ll-ch t o  the ~~pplication nrork being done by modest NGOs working 
with indi\.idual snlall klrmers. That vision should involve a statement about 
the gcx~ls and objectives of the Systein, an idea of its place in the spectnlnl of 
others clealing with agricultural research world\vide, its links with the NARS 
and, through them, with the extension systelns and with the k~rmers who are 
our ultin~lte clients. 

It  would define the key elements of the rese;lrch agenda that would 
got-ern the CGIAR's work for the next feu' yc:~rs :~nd carry us into the next 
inillennium. It must also reaffir~ll the System's role in protecting genetic 
resources and promoting biodiversih. As ;I tnlstee for humanity, the CGIAR's 
pul3licly maintained and publicly accessible collections are an invalual3le 
asset that must be preserved and enhanced. 

'I'he v~sion must also .~dtlress the stnlcture and governance of the System. It 
must pi-ovide comprehensil~le rule5 for funding the work prograin thl-ough the 
Centel-s that n i l l  be transparent, predictable, and provide a basis for account- 
abilit): of 110th klembers cind Centers for 
the provision and use of the funcls. WE NEED TO m c m m  r n ~  SPIRIT 

OF BELLAGIO AXD TO REMUNCH INE 
This vision must I>e elal,oi-atecl in the 

RENEWED CGIAR THE FI,I,I, 
next f e ~ v  months on the basis of a 131-oad SUPPORT OF BOTH MEMBERS AIL.D 
consensus anlong the stakeholders of the 

S1 .AKEHOLDERS A'r THE 
CGIAK, including developing country I.E\'ELE. 
represent:ltives, T h e  System's th ree  
Cosponsors must be fi~lly conmmitted to it. 
It ruc~st then he  submitted to the highest authorities of the Members and 
agencies represented here. endorsement and support of such a vision 
woulcl become the basis for a renewed comnlitment t o  the CGIAR and the 
I~asis of its renovation 

We need t o  recapture the Spirlt of Bellagio and to relaunch the reneweil 
CGIAK with the full support ot both hleinbers and stakeholders at the highest 
levels 

A T I M E T A B L E  F O R  A C T I O N  

The stabilization o f  CGIAK finances in 109+ to 1995 is necessary to imple- 
ment renewal of the System. I envisage the following timetable over the next 
eighteen months: 

At this New 1)elhi Mid-Term Meeting (May 1094), clevelop a x l ~ ~ ~ r e d  
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vision among the Members on how to build a more effective System 
that is funded in a predictable and sust:~in:~ble fashion. 

Follon~-up on the consolidation and elaboration of the propos;~ls 
adopted (Summer 1994). 

Formally adopt the proposals to be submitted to Member authorities 
for their consideration (ICW94). 

Invite a high-level special meeting to engage Members in the future 
directions for the CGIAR (November 1994). 

High-level special meeting (late January/early February 1995). 

Definition of needed changes and instruments (Spring 1995) 

Adopt the detailed changes and instn~ments (MTM95). 

Action in capitals and ratification if needed (Summer 1995). 

Final adoption of new programs, structures. zlnd procedures (ICW95). 

This will enable us to launch the renewed CGIAR effectively from 
Jrlnuclry 1996. But to start the renewal process the first step is committing 
ourselves here and now to the principles that should guide the process of 
governance and financial renew;ll, and to affirm our financial support to 
the basic research agenda and trigger the arrangements that m~i l l  stabilize 
the finances of the CGIAR during the 1994 to 1995 period. We should not 
leave here without that firm commitment and that unan~biguous signal to 
the System. 

The rest of the steps will require much hard m~ork over the next eighteen 
months. I can promise you, however, that you will find the Rank a constant 
partner in this task and ine personally a committed advocate and tireless 
campaigner for the reform of the System and for the support of the 
refcornled System. 

E N V O I  

So, my friends, let us go forth in these days of decision with determi- 
nation to set aside small issues in the interest of the larger good. A 
consensus will inevitably require that each of us gives a little at the 
irargin to secure the broad base o f  agrecn~ent necessary to translate our 
ideas into reality. The System's finances need to be stabilized, its gover- 
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nance and  operations reformed. The vision that guides its role and 
mandate into the next century must be  clarified and the international 
support for its mission renewed. 

We are at a crossroads, and it is incumbent upon us to act. We must act 
not to save :t bureaucratic structure, not to statilize an instruinent of our 
policy, not even to save the centers of excellence of the CGIAR and to 
strengthen the national systems of research and extension ha t  I have given 
such a broad commitment to help. We must act now for the poor and the 
hung~y of the world and for the children of the poor and the marginalized of 
today who will be the hungly a decade from now if we do not act now. We 
must act for that tide of humanity that must eke out a meager and precarious 
living from fragile resources. V e  must act now, for: 

There is a tide in the affairs of Inen which 
taken at the flood leads on to fortune. 
Omitted, all the voyage of their lives 
is bound in shallows and in miseries. 
On such a f~ull  sea are we now afloat 
and we must take the current when it selTes 
or lose our ventures. 

The proposed renez/~~~lpt-ogr~inz was adopted b y  the C G M  in the course of 
the Mid-Tet-m Meetilzg. Bringing the meeting to u close Mr. Sera,qt>ldin said: 

Our time has come to conclude. All thrlt is past is prologue and the future 
is in your and my disckirge. At the beginning of this meeting, I said that we 
needed to send a strong signal to the System, and that, come what may, at 
the end o f  the meeting I would announce the results and the System will 
have obtained its signal. 

1 have no  doubt that the Center Directors who are here ~ l n d  rnany 
others will carry away a very clear signal from this meeting that this is II 
purposeful renewal, and there is a rededication and commitment of 
everyone around this table to 1n:ike this a success. W'e can be satisfied m7e 
have all pulled our weight and lived up  to that unique and indelible char- 
acteristic of the CGIAR, which is the conlnlitinent that makes it a unique 
and non-existent structure, except by the goodwill that you all bring. It is a 
precious feature and one that we  do  not want to lose in the inidst of what 
w e  d o ,  and w e  will need every bit of i t  as we  go forward o n  our  
rip pointed program. 
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I think we have been uniquely privileged to be here in India, where the 
green revolution hepan, anel, in particular, to h;lve had the honor to have the 
Prime Minister of Inclia come in person to open these proceedings ancl, by his 
presence, mark the importance that he attaches to agricultt~ral research. His 
participation was more than a diplomatic gesture. He set asicle his notes and 
spoke from the heart in a lnanner that 1 think moved everyone present. After 
that, can anyone in the North still cloubt the importance of this Group to 
eleveloping country NAKS or, more importantly, to their ultimate beneficiaries? 

We have 1)een honored, ancl we are deeply grateful to  the Prime 
Minister and to the represent:~tives of the Government of India who are 
with us. The Spirit of New Delhi is strong ancl will endure. The great 
Indian emperor, Ashoka, after whom the hotel in which we are meeting is 
named, turned from a legentlary career of imperial conquest to a inuch 
more memorable cilreei- of domestic and regional social reform. He 
arranged for his \-iews on govern:lnce and the objectives of social change 
that he espoused to I,e carved on rock 
edicts as permanent reminders o f  how IN THE FCTUKE, &S IN THE PAST, THE 
the human falnily shoulcl manage its 

HIGHESI' QUALITY OF INl'ERNATION,AL 
on:n self-fulfi l lment.  The  common  

AGK1CI:L'I'URAL RESEARCH CAN BE 
t11re:ld that runs through these edicts is 

BROlJCHT 'SO B L W  ON 'I'HE PROBLEMS 
an crnphasis on  helping the poor ant1 

OF IIIE WORLD'S IMPOVERISHED, AND 
the weak. 

FOR '1711S 'INERE NEEDS TO BE TOTAL 

IMPLEMENTit'llON OF THE PROGRAM OF 
CGIAK Menlbers have acted,  I 

KENEW.4L THSI' WAS SKE'I'CHED OUT 
believe, in the same spirit. We have main- 

HERE I N  NEW DELHI. THERE MUST 
tained our  focus o n  the  ultimate 

N O T  B E ,  'I'EIERE W l l . l ,  NO'S B E ,  A 
txneficiaries for whom we are-here :~ntl 

TUKNING BACK. 
at the Centers-working, and I think you 
can :ill leave this Mid-Term Meeting with 
pride in the recommitment to principles ancl actions that will benefit tllose 
or1 whose behalf the CGIAK was founcled and for whorn it must endure. 

In the future. as in the past. the highcst quality o f  international agricul- 
tural research can he brought to ])ear on the problerns of the world's 
impoverished, and for this there needs to be total iinplenlentation of the 
program of renewal that was .sketchecl out here in New Delhi. There must 
not be, there will not Ix, a turning luck. 



11. MOMENTUM MATNTAINED: 
THE SECOND MILESTONE 

C G M  Internatiorial Centers Week 
Washington, DC 

e Spirit of New 1)elhi is still with 11s and we are well on our way to 
the ambitious reform program we set for ourselves last May when 

ched a process of renewal :lnd sent a signal to the System that, 
Menlbers will support the CGIAR, it will not Ile business as usc~al. 

I have nonr had the privilege of visiting I AM MORE CONVINCED THAN EVER 

sixteen Centers. I emphasize the \word "privi- BEFORE THAT THE CGIAR WILL 

lege," for the inen and women that I inet at REMAIN hY EXCEPTIONAL INSTRD- 

these Centers are truly exceptionr~l. They are OF ~GIuCI'I.TURAL RESEARCH 

not only oi~tstanding scientists; they are AXD THAT IT WILL RISE 'I'O THE 

enthusiastic, dedicated individuals, fired ivith D A I J N I ~ N ~  CHALLENGE WE ttt4\% SEI' 

a sense of mission. and are an asset that FOR OUKSELVES, m 4 T  OF SUSTUN- 

cannot be  quantified. In a11 of the  nine ABLE AGRICllLTlIRE FOR FOOD 

Centers which 1 visited following the Micl- SECURITY IN THE D E V E L O P I N  

Terin h!leeting, the message of New Delhi WORLD. 

had lxen  well-received, and what a differ- 
ence the sign:ll from New Delhi has made 011 the  nora ale of staff. I am more 
convinceci than ever before that the CGIAR will remain an exceptional 
inst1-~~~nent of agricultural rese:lrch and that it will rise to the daunting chal- 
lenge n:e have set for ourselves, that of sustain:~l~le :~griculture for food 
securic in the developing world. 

C L O S I N G  T H E  F I N A N C I A L  G A P  

Let me review what has transpireci since the Mid-'Ii.rin Meeting. First, the 
World Bank has agreed that the actions taken in New Delhi justified releasing 
the full financial package in suppo1-t of the program 1 announced at the Mid- 
Terin Meeting. inclucling the additional $20 million to match contributions hy 
other hlembrrs on a 1-to-2 basis. These funds are currently in hand and are 
heing disl>ursed in accordance with procedures set 1113 by the Finance 
Comnlittee. 

Second. traditional Members have been very generous, as have new 
Members to the System. We ha\-t received over $19 million in additional and 
retargeted funds in 1794, which antoinatic.ally triggered over $9 inillion from 



the World Rank's new matching facility. In addition, new Members have 
joined the CGIAR, namely Russia and Cololnbia, and their contributions will 
also be matched by the Rank on a 1-to-2 basis. 

Third, Centers have been very active in restructuring programs that 
previously were outside of the agreed research ~igenda, to bring sorne of 
these activities back into the agreed research agenda. This comprises part 
of the match. I would like to thank CII' and WAKDA for their spirit in 
supporting the whole System l ~ y  retargeting more colnplementary funds 
than originally estimated, thereby releasing World Bank funds for the 
System as a whole, even though they themselves did not benefit from 
these matching gr=ints. 

The content of the advance programs has been vetted by TAC and 
reflected retargeting of funds already given by the Members to those 
Centers. The program advances were also useful in offsetting shortfalls in 
the basic research agend:~ in other parts of the System, which though 
agreed, were not ready to move forward, given their state of preparation 
as determined by TAC. These two Centers, therefore. are not being over- 
funded and I woulcl like to dispel any impression that some Members may 
]lave on this point. 

Based on the above three items, I am pleased to report that we have 
successf~illy closed the financial gap in 1994, and the Centers will have a 
fully-funded program this year. We have also received encouraging signals 
for 1995 which h:~ve enabled 11s to prepare a budget based on the $270 
million research agenda. I hope this will be essentially finalized this week 
and that we can act upon it with clecisiveness before December. I remind 
you, the Centers must skirt 1995 with a clear budget and a clear mandate. 

A C H I E V I N G  A  S H A R E D  V I S I O N  T H R O U G H  C H A N G E  

For this International Centers Week, we have set three major tasks for 
ourselves. First, to stal~ilize funding for 1994 at the $270 million program 
level. This has been achieved. Seconcl. to establish a viable budget for 1995 
b:ised on the progmm and Center matrix we agreed on in New Delhi. Third, 
to prepare a manifesto for submission to the ministers and heads of agencies 
at the Ministerial-Level Meeting, which is intended to recapture the Spirit of 
Bellagio. I am happy to report that the Government of Switzerland has kindly 
agreed to host the meeting in Lucerne on February 9 and 10. 19%. Our next 
target date for the eighteen-month program to revitalize the CGIAR is now 
firmly before us and we will need to huilcl on the cliscussions of these 1CW 
meetings to make it :I real succcss. 
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Clearly, there are ;I large nu~nber of additional aspects of both the vision 
statement and the current research agenda that must be highlighted. ~ 

~ First and 
foremost is that the CGIAR is not functioning without reference to the work 
of others, I)e they industrial countries, developing country national agricul- 
tural research systems, the private sector, or non-governmental organizations. 
The work of the CGIAR is increasingly connecting with the work of others, 
adding value based on the CGIAR's comparative aclvanrage and making the 
whole more than the sum of its parts. Second, inter-center collaboration 
within the CGIAR is also increasing, moving us ever closer to the goal of a 
syste~nwicle approach, without compromising the tenets o f  Center indepen- 
dence. I'hird, there is a great deal of interaction between Centers and their 
host country KAKS, partly translated by the presence of Colo~libia among 11s 
due to their appreciation of CIAT. 

Much more re~llains to be done, and I would like to share with you some 
profound concerns about what needs to be done. VC'e have to recognize that 
the scientific enterprise is moving from the location-specific focus on partic- 
ular institutions toward the sh:iring o f  ideas through networks, collaborating 
scientists working on particular programs, and networks transcending discipli- 
nasy as well as geographic bou~ldaries. This should be increasingly reflected 
in the CGUK Centers, which as centers of excellence lnust become more and 
more i~nportant as loci for networks linking the North and South. It is a vision 
that must guide our steps as we think of the collabosation required, the design 
of the research agenda, and the modalities of its implemen~ation. 

Efficiency and cffecti~eneas have to be the watchwords for everything wc 
do. This requi~es that we Improve the work- 
i~igs  of our meetings and deliberations. I 
have suggested that we  should con\ider a EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS 

more flexible and interactite format for our IJAVE T O  BE 'IHE WATCHWORDS FOR 

ICW meetings that relies less on the use of EVEKITHING WE DO. 

plenaries and more on srnaller break-out 
groups, atld we mill expermlent with this. I 
hope from that experience we can design ;r hetter and broader system of 
participation at the next ICW. 

Meetings in this time of rapid change must be purposeful and lead to 
decisions, but they also must remain a tool for forging a consensus and 
promoting stronger links among all stakeholders in the Systern. They must be 
designed in both content and format with this in mind. I urge you to think 
about that not only in terms of what we are going to do hcre but in terms o f  
changing the culture within the System. Whilc we must protect the legacy of 
the CGIAR, wta have to recognizc that the CGIAR, despite its excellence. 
rerm:~ins a somewhat inbred group, inbred in the sense that we rely 



freqilently on  bery much the same network of people-those w h o  are 
currently working in the System as well :I\ the n>~lghly 1.000 or so  persons 
that are associated mfith the Sybtem. 

Reaching out heyoncl the System is an integral p2ut of achieving [he vision 
that we  launchecl together in New Delhi. It is not easy; the Brelton Woods 
institutions h:we a similar problem. They have it for many of the salne reasons 
that the CGIAR has it, 1~ec:luse first and foremost. there is a gr~ivitational pull. 
Institutions sucll as the CGIAR represent such a critical mass of ralent ancl 
expertise that it is difficult to go outside of it and there is a nahlr:ll tendency to 
look among ourscl\~es. Second, we nius~ I-ecognize that there are transaction 
costs that exponentially rise the more you hring in other ancl aclditional part- 
ners, and frecluently the diviclends of bringing in additional partners are not 
obvious in the short- to mediiu~n-terlil. Third, there is the inertia of ~vell-esta11- 
lislied routines. Fourth, there is the long lac1 and lag time in dealing with 
institutional cllange and the content of the researc.11 agenda. 

The analogy of the supertanker llas lleen ilsed. We n-ill accept that 
change is not something that will happen overnigllt. \,ut I thinli w e  must 
dedicate ourselves to I~ringing allout openness and cultural change and 
outreach? or else 1nuc11 of what w e  have said ahout the butlget n~atrix will 
renrain just procedural ancl will nor translate into its full effectiveness. For a 
supertanker to turn :~rouncl is not :is eas): as for a speed boat. It takes time. 
The question is, d o  we know clearly the direction in which we  want the 
supertanker to turn? 1 believe we  clo. 

First, we do,  in recognizing th;~t the research agenda ~iiust focus on the 
brc~ader nexus of environment, agriculture, and poverty as the hasis lor the 
vision of sustainable agriculture for food security in the tieveloping countries. 
Environment and povcl-ty reduction are. therefore, not add-ons to production 
increases, hut are centrr~l parts of the mandate. 

Seconcl, w e  do know that we  wJnt to go i11 a clirection whew the CGIAK 
as a System is more than the sum of its parts. 

Third, we  recognize that if the CGIAR represents three to four percent of 
toral expenditurcs in glob:ll agricultur;~l rese;lrch, then we  must be concerned 
with the other 90 to 97 percent and work with it and lxyond to the farmers 
themsel\es, whose contril>utions arc not being hctoretl into this hudgevary 
exercise. 

Fourth, we  know thar we want to build par-tnerships ancl outreadl. It is 
no longer just desiral>le, it is essential to 131-in# al>out the execution of that 
tripartite mancl~~te. Intt-sn;~lly, if we want the \\;hole to be  more than the sun1 



of the parts. w e  must build partnerships among Centers. Externally, w e  need 
to recognize the involveinent o f  developing country fannvrs, othenvise mre 
tv~ll not be ;~hle t o  reach out to the 96 or 97 percent of the rest of the work 
Ijeing done. 

This requires a different perception of our roles, I~oth  3s Centers and as 
people within the Centers. As the stakeholders of the System as a whole, we  
have to recognize that what we arc talking  bout is profound culn~ral and 
institutional change. The change of the institutional culture that has governed 
the CGIAR recluil-es Sour sets of related activities that must proceed in parallel 
and in a mutually-reinforci~~g fishion. 

First, breaking down the harriers hetween different disciplinary specialists 
and between fi~nctional units of the System. This has to he  achievcci by a 
series of procedural and s t ruct~~ral  steps, of which the re-cngineei-ing of 
cross-unit processes, such as systemwide initiatives o r  the budget matrix. are 
I~ut  examples. 

Seconci. redefining the role of tlle different actors in the System so  that 
each part of the System operates as a member of a team, and empowering 
responsibility and decision~naking at eIJery level of the System. Let me 
cnlphasize, we do not want to weaken the Centers: or the Members, or TAC. 
Wie want each player to he stronger than ever before. but to behave as 
menlt~ers of a team. h team coinposed of strong players is alnlays better than 
a team consisting of w ~ a k  and co~npliant playc-rs. The key is the promotion 
of the tear11 spirit. 

Third, nurturing :I common set of values for all of the actors in the System 
m d ,  related to t h t ,  eleveloping a sharecl vision. This is what w e  are forging 
in this collective effort at designing the \'ision and structure of the future 
CCrlAK. 

Fourth, estal)lishing an unprecedented degree of openness : ~ n d  trust 
among the different actc.)rs at all levels of the System. ancl hetween the 
System and the outsicle world of ~vhich the System must become an intc- 
grated part. 

P R E S E R V I N G  A U N I Q U E  L E G A C Y  

I woulcl like to review l~rietly what w e  agreed on at the Micl-Term 
Meeting, summarize where w e  are, and conclude nrith where I think we 
shoulcl be going toward the i~llplernentation of our vision. I mentioned the 
CGIAK's unique legtcy. When I joined the CGIAK in January of this year. T 
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was struck by the fact, as I think many of us in the developinent profession 
have been, that the CGIAR is a unique institution, It is a unique institution 
because of four characteristics that set it aside horn practically any other 
effort in international development in the past quarter-century. 

First, thc CGIAR is tc~ally non-political. It is not related to the policies of the 
governrllents that host Centers. It is a coltm~it~nent that is totally non-political. 

Second, there is an unremitting dedication to excellence and quality. 
People are where they are because they are recognized by their peers for the 
quality of their work. There is no otller institutional arrangement where there 
1s so much peer review, stripe review. technical rcvicw of the quality of 
work, and insistence on quality. 

Third, the CGIAR has had a focused agenda-an agenda focused on agri- 
cultural research. It is not an all-purpose development tool; it is not all things 
to all people. Thi.; has erabled the CGIAR to bring to bear the calent that it 
has toward that perspective. 

Fourth, therc has been a long-term conunit~nent, a recognition that it takes 
eight to twelve years to produce a new plant variety, that there is a long-term 
effort required to deal with thcse kinds of prohleinq. It is essential to protect 
these aspects of the CGIAK's legacy as we 
move forward in a period of renewal. 

I T  IS A lJNlQUE ACHIEVXMENT TO 

Fifth, which I discovered to my surprise HAVE HAD AR' INTERNATIONAL 

only when I became Chairman, is that the COLLABORA~TVE EFFORT FUNCTION 

CGTR does not legally exist-there is no FOR ALMOS'L' 25 YEARS EXCLU- 

legal persona, there is no nleinorandum of S~VELY ON THE GOODWILL OF ITS 

understanding, no statutes, but it mrorks. It is R R ~ I C I P ~ .  THIS IS A VALUABLE 

a unique achievement to  have had a n  L E C A C Y ' ~ T M U S T B E N U R T U K E D  

international collaborative effort function for AND MAINTAINED. 

al~rlost 25 years exclusively on the goodwill 
of its ~~a~ticipants.  This is a valuable legacy 
that must be nurtured and nmintainect. I want 11s to recognize this so we are 
very clear that in a period of change we milst not throw out the baby with 
the bath water. 

How did the current situation develop and where will the problerns 
lie? Initially, a request was made hy the Members to the Centers of what 
the priority research agenda would be to address the problerns in the next 
decade or so, and the Centers in an unconstrained fashion gave an agenda 
that exceeded $400 million. They were asked to constlain the research 
agenda ,  a n d  the  constrained figure caine ou t  to  $318 million. 
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Subsequently, the Members asked TAC to  try to bring it somewhere 
hetween $200 and $240 million. 

TAC reviewed it and recommended $380 rnillion, saying that at the margin 
TAC could not agree to $240 million, but at the margin, if there were addi- 
tional savings on a systemwide basis, the figure could be brought don~n  to 
$270 million. That IJecarne the origin of the definition of needs as $270 
million, or the basic research agenda as $270 million. As you will note, I am 
careful not to use the word "core agenda" so as not to confuse it with "core 
funding." We had something called core funding and complementary funding, 
and to my surprise I discovered that we had $290 million. which in theory not 
only funds the whole $270 million, but gives u \  $20 inillion to spare. 

So why did we have a financial problem? Part of the reason is that, arhile 
the $220 was going toward the approved agenda (actually, this figure turned 
out to be $215, but it does not change the logic), parts of coinplementary 
funcling were going outside of the agreed research agenda, with a resulting 
gap of $30 million in each of 1994 and 1995. The rilatching formula that the 
World Hank proposed came in to help bridge this gap. This was the situation 
in New Delhi. More important was to recognize that the System that had 
served US SO well for 21 years in a growth inode worked against us when 
there was a retrenchment. For example, the World Bank's cofinancing 
formula, a burden-sharing formula of 15 percent, worked well when the 
CGlAR was in a growth mode, but as the CGIAR moved in the other direc- 
tion, the Hank would becorne part of the problem because it would reduce 
its funding in proportion to that of other Members rather than filling the gap. 

Therefore, we needed to rethink sonle of the aspects that had brought us 
to this point, with the resulting eighteen-inonth timetal~le of action that was 
presented and adopted in New Delhi. First was the establishment of a shared 
approach. Financial stabilization and the elaboration of the vision statenlent 
was done largely in the summer of 1994. Now we want to fom~ally adopt 
some proposals during this ICW to lead us to the Ministerial-Level Meeting, at 
which we  want to recapture the Spirit of Bellagio and get the kind of 
commitment by high-level policymakers that this is indeed the direction they 
want to go and that the CGIAK is a tool that they would like to use to 
address some of the fundamental problerns of humanity. 

Based on  the Ministerial-Level Meeting, we  will define and adopt 
changes in the instru~nents, including the research agenda; at the Mid- 
Terrn Meeting in 1995, elaborate on the research agenda; the financial plan 
in the sulnn~er of 1995; adopt everything, new agenda and the budget 
program in October of 1995; and the renewed CGIAR becomes fully effec- 
tive in January 1996. 
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W A T C H W O R D S  O F  R E N E W A L  

W said that, on top of this, we h:lcl t o  start in New Delhi with sending a 
strong signal. The signal was of two parts, that the Members do indeed 
support the CGIAK, and that it will I,e no more 1,usiness as usu:ll. As I said, 
that signal has gone througllout the System, and I ail1 happy to report with 
good results. 

The Bank's financial package was: a one-time conversion of debt of 
$5.6 inillion through a grant; a waiver of the  15 percent rule; the  
maximum com~nit~nent of $40 million for 1994 and 1995, regardless of the 
level of core fi~ncling; the support for the CGIAK and TAC Secretariats to 
continue at current levels for 1974 and 1995; the bridging of the $60 
illillion shortfall by committing one-third of it ,  or $20 million, sul,ject to 
matching contributions from other Members; to change henceforth the 
participation of the Bank from 15 percent of core funding to 15 percent of 
the filnded research agenda, tllerel~y recognizing that some Members will 
not be able to provide all o f  their funding in terins of core, and as long as 
i t  is part of the research agenda, we  shoulcl I,e willing to provide 15 
percent of the total; and that this may lead us to contributions beyond the 
$40 million ceiling, if the agreed agenda and the funded agenda so justify 
i t .  To d o  so ,  w e  need to  promote more changes for transparency, 
accountability, and predictal%lity of funding ancl the research agenda of 
the System. 

This has been achieved, and we have a series of watchwords that have 
come out of New Ilelhi that have governed inilch of the discussions during 
the summer ~ lnd  must continue to govern our discussions here and in the 
future. The watchwords are,  first, transparency, accountability, and 
predictability. The budget ~l~atrix is just one tool t o  achieve that. Second, effi- 
ciency ancl effectiveness right :tcross the 1,oard in eveiything we do and how 
we use the finds availal~le to us. Thircl, a recognition that we must maintain 
170th the sovereignty of Meml>ers and Center indepenclence. as parts of the 
CGIAK's legacy. Fou~th,  the CGIAK System is a system where the whole must 
I,e more than the sun1 of its pails, and we must recognize the role of others, 
built1 partnerships, ancl focus on the compnrativc advantage of  the System, 
which is long-term international pul>lic goods research. 

These are the \x:atchm:ords that we set for ourselves in the process of 
renewal :is we reaffirm a mission o f  the CGIAR, which was presented and 
adopted in New Ilelhi in the excellent paper presented by the Conway Panel 
[see footnote 3 on  page 341 that had Ixen organizeel by the Oversight 
Committee. "Sustainable :~griculture for foocl security in the cleveloping coun- 
tries" hecomes the sholt label ti)r the themes tliat unclergircl it. 
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We did not say that a11 problems ancl topics are suitable for agriculti~ral 
research, but some are. \Vc said that, like IFI'KI1s 2020 Vision ~nitiative,i the 
subset of it becomes what the Conway I'anel clefined as the vision :ind the 
sut~set of that gets trans1:lted into programs from 1 through n. where a 
num1,er o f  actors are present-OECD, CGIAR? NARS, NGOs, the private 
sector, regional institutions, and others-ancl different actors are cloing 
different things. \We ~ l l i~s t  position the CGIAK in recognition of what these 
different :~cto~-s ai-e doing, frequently builcting bridges and partnerships with 
them :IS appropriate. However i t  is done, we have a vector which becoilles 
the CGIAR contribution, which may be 3 to 4 percent of the toral. :lnd that 
contri1,ution then I>econ~es the \?.':lp with which we ~vork \vith others. 

Let me say a brief wore1  bout how we work with others, because when I 
mentioned bridges herween the CGIAK and NARS, these are things that 
change, not only change in time, but change also across regions. For 
example, in the case of bean germplasm development in Latin America over 
the past 15 years? most new bean varieties developed in the late 1970s xnct 
early 1980s were CIAT t~l-ecl lines. In the mid- to late 1980s national breeding 
programs were still heavily clependent on CIAT lines, but had introducect 
varieties based on selections from segregating populations provided by CIAT. 

In the 1')9Os, the majority of new lines have been collal,oratively t3rt.d by 
national bean programs working with CIAT lines, and a significant numt3t.r 
of varieties released were bred using CIAT disease resistant lines as parents. 
You can see a major increase in the collaboration, but a shift in the nature of 
that collaboration over time Ixtween the NARS and the Center. Clearly, 
changes of this kind over time are very meaningfill :~nd very significant, but 
they are also indicative o f  changes that one can expect over different 
regions. Different regions may have different kinds of partnerships being 
exercised at different points in time. Basically, it means an enhancenlent of 
the p~~rtnership at all times. 

Whatever the definition of that 3 to 4 percent, it becomes the total contri- 
bution of the CGIAK. That research agenda, which is defined in a series of 
programs. does not exist in limbo. It is implementeel through the Centers; 
therefore. we  have within the Syste~n a way of saying which parts are 
executed hy individual Centers, which parts are executed across the System, 
n~hich parts are executecl behveen twc)  or more Centers. One could map the 

' IFI'KI. in coll:ll,ol-arion \\-it11 he\-c2i-al national and inccrnation:~l instirutionh, l a~~nchec l  in 1')') :in 
initizltive on A 2020 Vision tor Foocl, i\gricult~lre, ancl lhe 1:nvironnlent. tll:it ha\ rwo ol)jec.ti\-es: ( i )  
[ ( I  clc\elop nncl promote ;I \-ision k)r er;iclic.ating hungcl. ancl nlaln~~tr-ition whilc. protecting the 
env i ron~nen t ;  and  ( i i )  r ( r  gener-:lte in f~~ l -~ l i :~ t ion  and  encourage cl~.ll:lte to  influence action 11). 

nation~ll go\ernmerirs. UGOs, the psiv:rtv secror. ;~nci intern:~lion:ll clevclopmt.nr instir~itions to 
r-e:ll~/e llle 2020 \'ision. 



Centers down the rows of a matrix, map the programs across the columns, 
and at the total have the content of the CGIAR program and across have the 
Center-by-Center budgets that make up the total activity of the CGIAK. That 
was the logic of the budget matrix which we accepted and we said this 
t~ecornes a tool l>y which we introduce transparency and accountability into 
the System 

We must recognize that not everything can fall under programs 1 through 
n, and that all the Centers have fixed overheads which have to be k~nded.  
These valy in three parts, one o f  which is st:itutory. Each Center has a Board 
of Trustees, a Director General, and Administrative and Financial Officers. 
Whether it is a small Center or a large Center, these are pretty much fixed. 
Second. there are administrative overhe:icls in the general sense which one 
would like to reduce. Third, there are quality enhancements, whidl are now 
still lumped as overlleads, including peer reviews and stripe reviews, and 
these one should be very careful not to t ~ y  t o  reduce. 

Above and beyond fixed overheads, you 11ax.e a second vector that is 
really unprogrammed or unconstrained research. No Center can function 
with every single penny preprogranlined for a predetermined activity. Not 
only do we need to leave some room for flexibility, for uncertainty, but we 
also must recognize the need for managerial economy t o  be transl~ited in 
this fashion. Whatever the content of that activity, it must also include a 
piece of variable overhead, and this is an essential part. We have fixed 
overheads and we  have ~~ar iab le  overheads. As more activities are added, 
there are transaction costs that coine with them, and Meinbers must recog- 
nize that in individual cells, while there is a program cell, there is also a 
piece of overhead-variable overhead-that goes with it, and this gives us 
the ability to have a total budget t1~1t includes both the overheads appro- 
priately distributed by activity, by Center, as well as the fixed overheads 
and the unprogran~n~ed reseal-ch. 

Then came the question of how to fund the two additional programs, 
the fixed overhead and the unconstrainecl overhead. Based on the logic of 
the package that the Rank has presented, the Hank's contribution will be 
15 percent o f  the total :igreed research agenda available for distribution 
across Centers and across programs as needed; therefore, the Bank 
continues to provide funding without any restriction to the System as a 
whole.  Some Members may wish to  fund individual Centers. Other 
Members are funding programs, like genetic resources or ecoregional 
activities, across the Centers that execute the programs. Other Members 
may wish to fund particular cells of the matrix-a specific activity in a 
specific region. As long as it is within the agreed research agenda, it is 
acceptable and matched by the Hank in its 15 percent. 
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For each Member, we should be able to 
c r a t e  a inatrix that looks like this: the total 
contribution of the Member translated into 
cells and distribi~ted thematically and across 
Center4 as appropriate. If we think in terms 
of a series of ovcrlays of this matrix, we then 
have the financing plan for the budget. It 
goes through two iterations. The reason is to 
ensure that we d o  not ha\-e particularly 
facldish or fashional~le cells that are oversub- 
4cribed and  other cells, which u e  have 
agreed collectivel>. as Meinbers need to be 
there. that arc underfi~nded. We should be 
able to anticipate this by having an up-front 
financing plan which translates into a work 
program for the Centers with a budget. 

- 

IF WE THINK IN TERMS OF A SERIES 

OF OkERLAYS OF 1HIS MATRIX, WE 

THEN HAVE THE FINANCING PLAN 

FOR THE BUDGET. IT GOES 

THROUGH .TWO I'IERATIONS. THE 
REASON IS TO ENSURE THAT WE DO 

NOT HAVE PAHTlCIJLARLY FADDISH 

OR FASHIONABLE CELLS THAT ARE 

OLERSUBSCRIBED AND OTHER 

CELLS, WHICH WE HAVE AGREED 

COLLECTIVELY AS MEMBERS NEED 

TO BE THERE, Tlt4T ARE UNDER- 

FUNDED. 

We have three basic objective4 for this ICW: to close the financing gap for 
1994, to establish the budget for 1995, and to establish :i frarnework for the 
Ministerial-Level Meeting in Februar). 1995. I mentioned earlier that the 
financing plan for 1794 was fully fundecl. That figure, which was $263 
million, with the remainder of the balance being the systernwide prograrns 
that TAC consiclered were not yet reacly for funding having moved into 1795. 
That figure has now been increased hy $2 million, so we are really moving 
along to f~llly close the gap. 

S E T T I N G  T H E  A G E N D A  

More importantly is where we are moving toward the Ministerial-Level 
Meeting. The drafts you have before you cover a basic set of six docurnents. 
One is a short Oveniew document. The Overview will be supported by five 
specific documents in inore detail on the Global Context, the Vision, the 
Resc-:arch Agenda, Governance: and Finance. The first of these, the Vision 
statement: is now complete. The others are all works in progress. The 
research agenda document that you have before you has some limitations 
and shortcomings. As I see it, it really sums up where we art. today, and that 
is very good. I would like to thank those that l:lt~ored very hard to pin it 
before us today. They carried us so flar so quickly. 

What is rnissing is a greater ability to define what is really meant by 
sustainable agriculture ancl how that translates into a researchable set of 
activities, and what is meant by ecoregionality. A buzzword, no doubt. 
with which Inany of the Centers have been struggling in different ways, 
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and around which there is no consensus. How are we going to get there? I 
d o  not think we can get there within the next tkw days or even few 
weeks, but I believe that n7e s h o ~ ~ l d  set the process in motion that we can 
report on as being undernay by the time we get to the bIinisteri~~l-Level 
Meeting. I would like to propose that we estal~lish two panels to deal with 
each of those topics ancl provicle a contribution. and the panels niill draw 
membership from TAC and the Centers? and from outside of the System. This 
will require listening to NARS ancl involving them in the setting of priorities 
and the agenda. 

Therefore, if we want a link hetween the research :igencia and gover- 
nance-and you have heard m e  say tinle and again that it is the research 
agenda which shoulcl drive the System, not the other way aro~~nd-setting 
the agencla wo~rld start n-it11 the initial clisci~ssions we are beginning to have 
right here: on  how to translate the Vision Statenlent into a research agenda, 
which n:e hope lvill lead to the agenda Ixing implemented in January 1996. 
We will, in adclition, have a ~OI-LIIII of NAKS in mid-1)ecember that is being 
organized hy IFAI) in Rome. 

We then ha\re the Ministerial-Lewl Meeting in February, which also is a 
major input into the refinement of the vision leading to the research 
agencla. From March through hlay, we will have TAC-Center interaction, 
taking on I>oarcl these inputs and translating them into a research agenda 
for 1996 that will be sul>mittecl for review in May of 1995, so that the Mid- 
Term Meeting t~ecomes the meeting : ~ t  which in-clepth disci~ssion on the 
research agend:i can take place. At this point, the content and financial 
implications of tlie rese:~rch agenda are revienrecl 1,): the CGIAK and sul>se- 
cl~~ently :ippro\7ed Ily the CGIAR in principle, leading to action by Meml~er 
agencies to initiate allocations. Hetween May anel October, we  finalize the 
financing plan and start International Centers Weel.; with a very I>rief 
session on  fin:ilization o f  the plan for the follo\ving yexr-basically :in 
endorsement of what was disc~~ssed.  1nayl3e with fine tuning as requirecl 
over the  summer clisci~ssions-and w e  initi:~te the  process for the  
following year as we proceed. 

Fifty percent of the financing f o r  tlie agenda w o ~ ~ l d  be available 11). 
Decenlber, so that on January 1 ,  tlie Centers coi1Ic1 st;~rt, not only with a 
given bi~clget-and this is how preclictal>ility starts coming into the 
System-but with 50 percent of the c.as11 in hand, with the other 50 
percent to he provicled before .June. Wi tho~~t  that. we ~~7ill not be ahle to 
have a properly f~~nctioning system, where managenlent responsil~ility can 
b e  positioned in the  Centers t o  execute  ;In appropria te  prograln. 
Therefore. it is ahxolutely essential that this I>e done over this time period. 
We ciin see that there is :i process ~vhich links the design of the agenda 
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and in which this meeting is only one part, and that process leads us 
directly into the governance issue on  which we  havc the results of tlie 
Winkcl I'anel.5 

A  M I S S I O N  A B O U T  P E O P L E  

At this stage, I woulcl like to go back to our mission statement. It is \.cry 

important to go Ixyond the I ~ d g e t s ,  the n~atrices. the pi-c~cesses, and the 
programs. We have to remind ourselves that this mission statement really is 
all al~out people, ancl that we are very much engaged in a very noble enter- 
prise. I ~vould hope that thy spirit and the enthusiasm and the missionary 
zeal which I found in the Centers ainong the researchers on the front line 
can he found in this kind of gnthering, rather than being exclusively firecl up 
with the administrative minutiae which we have to face. It is about people. It 
is about recognizing not only people, hut an increasing concern about the 
enviroii~llent and the manner in which \ve use natural resources in order to 
cleal with the poverty link. Food security, po\rerty, and environmental clegra- 
elation are inextricably intertwined. 

We i1111st recognize that we hare a billion people who live on only $1 a 
day. ancl cei-tainly a billion people who have no access to clean water, and 
1.7 l~illion who are living in extreme poverty in cities or in quasi-urban areas 
m~l1o  neecl food at better prices, but who also have no access to any kind of 
help hecause they have no incomes. These factors together result in avoicl- 
;~ble infilnt deaths that number between t n ~ o  and three inillion a yeas. We 
must recognize that we have a contribution to make. Just because it is not a 
hinine that is capt~ureed on film by the television cimeras of CNN, it is no less 
pernicious when poverty takes at the margin hundreds of thousands of lives 
every y a r  that we do  not see but that are veIy real. I would hope that the 
cause of those hundreds of thousands would permeate these discussions in 
the next few days. 

The pool-, whether thcy live in cities or in nlral areas, are suffering under 
miser:lble conditions. They are unable e\vn to maintain the fertility of their 
soils. So much has to be done. and this is just tlie start of problems to which 
m-e know we are adding about 90 million to 100 tnillion people :I year. 
Whatelrer is going to come out of the Worlcl I'opulation Confei-ence in Cairo. 

' 4 11;1nvl 011 governance cl~;~irecl 11); hlr-. K~:ILI\ \YTinkc.l :~ncl con\-cmvcl I,); t h r  <;roup to arclcl); rl~c. 
long-term go\c.r-nancc. ;~ncl financins 5trucrurv o f  the  CGl.4R. 'I'll? report o f  tt~c* 1':lnc.l. entitleel 
.'l<elx)r' OF tlie Stii~ly I'anel on [he C(; lAK'h  1,ong-Tcrm (;ovesn;lnce ancl Financ~ng Stl.ucture." n-:IS 
:I ~ l lect inp clocurlivnr ; ~ t  l(:\Y9.1 



whatever is going to be done on population, we will have at least a billion 
more people on the pl:inet over the next decade. We already have close to a 
billion who are malnourished. What are we going to do ahout them? 

The challenge for which the CGIAR contribution is absolutely essential 
is to produce differently, not less. VC'e have 
to produce more, but we  have to produce 
differently, both to pnxect the environment THE CH*UGNCE WHIC1l 

and to read1 the poor. We know that food CGIAR C O N T R I B U T I O N  I S  

output will have to double. We know that IS  To 

cities are going to at least treble in size in P R O D U C E  DIFFERENTLY,  N O T  

the developing world and that the poor LESS. WE HAVE TO P R O D U C E  

among them will he severely affected hy MORE, BUT WE HAVE '1.0 PRODUCE 

the availability of food. We want to mike DIFFEREhTLY, PKOmCT 

sure that the production of food does not T H E  ENVIRONMEN'r  :\ND '1.0 

lead t o  environmental degradation that KEACH THE 

undermines everything else. This is closely 
linked to the problems of poverty, for whenever we have environmental 
problems, it is the poor who suffer and who suffer the most, and among 
the poor and among the socioeconomic groups, women suffer inordi- 
nately. They are :ilso the ecosystem lllanagers at the micro-scale, the ones 
who are responsible for fuelwood. It is in the involvement of the role of 
women, the empowerment of the poor Farmers that we talk about, that we  
have to give meaning and substance to the ultilnate beneficiaries of the 
work that we  are here to fund. 

Whether they be smallholder f i~r~ners ,  or the poor and destitute in the 
urban areas, or nFomen and children, empowering them essentially will 
require that, not just the CGIAR, but other donor institutions that are 
represented around the CGIAR enhance the modes of participation to 
bring in village groups, herder associations, fishermen's groups, and 
community-based organizations at all levels that are not only fountains of 
wisdom, I3ut ultimately the ones to implement the findings that we will 
hring together. All of this will require a change in the institutional culture 
that permeates the CGIAR, and it  is, indeed, a paradigm shift that we are 
talking about. 

Now, paradigm shifts Lire notoriously difficult to hring :it~out. Almost all of 
you here are scientists, and I think you will agree with me that all progress 
has heen accompanied by paradigm shifts. I invite you, therefore, t o  look at 
this process of renewal in m.hic11 we are engaged as an opportunity to 
change the paradigm. We need t o  do it, not just for the CGLAR, but for the 
poor ancl the n~~irginalized of the world. We need to do it for the women 
~ v h o  are bearing the cost of the inequity of the current stutzls quo. W need 
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t o  do it for the generations to come for whom we are custodians of this 
planet, and we need to do it for Mother Earth herself. 

At the comnzencement qf the colrclurlirzg session qf the l~leeting, Mr. 
Seragelrli~r saicl: 

The last item on the agenda is the summation. We are now coming to the 
close of International Centers Week 1994. It is without question an important 
event in the program of renewal and re-education that was launched by the 
CGIAR in IVew Delhi. We took a number of important decisions :ind imple- 
mented proposals for change which moved the process foward. It is fair to 
say that the mood during ICW94 maintained what some of us have come t o  
c:ill the Spirit of New Delhi. 

We began our husiness sessions with a progress report, in which I chal- 
lenged the h~leinl,ers to go beyond being an inbred group, to search for 
outreach and openness, and t o  promote a change in the culture of the insti- 
tution. The world is changing around us. If we do not want to I,econle a 
dinosaur, valuahle or friendly or appreciated as that species may be, we still 
need to adopt a culture of change ourselves. I feel this shared vision and this 
new culture has heen formed around this tal3le through these discussions. 

What were these discussions about? We set for ourselves three specific 
objectives: to close the books on 1994; to establish a budget for 1995; and to 
establish a framework for the next step, which is the Ministerial-Level 
Meeting. I think we have done quite well on all three points. On 1994, we 
are right on target on what we set out to do, and we will be able to close the 
I3ooks there. From the pledging sessions for 1995. we are close enough to he 
able to consider- that the Center-specific budget will be met, and we looked 
at systemwide initiatives. The framework for the Ministerial-Level Meeting in 
many ways provicled the framework for our own discussions. 

rMr. LSe~wcqt-'ldin ~lesclibed in detail thtj decisions reached, many of ulhich 
ulelpe in prcpamtion jbr a plun~zed Ministen'~~l-Lc.~~el Meetin'ythe 'third milt.- 
stolze. He concll~ded ulith rhe.follouiing e.~hov-tution: 

I would like to thank all those who participated in the successful 
outcome of this meeting. I would like to say again that what w-e are all ahout 
right now is the forging of a new vision and a new culture. Those of you 
who are worried about the Ministerial-Level Meeting and beyond, think that a 
few months ago many were worried about this meeting as well. 
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My friencls, it is within our grasp to fol-ge the future because the future 
right now, this instant, is being forgecl in the crucible of our mincls. It is our 
attitude and the approach that we take that will change the culture anel not 
only enalie us to look toward reaching the unreacha1,le ancl including the 
excludecl, but also to nlake 13ossible what sometiines appears impossible. 



m. A CEUTICAL TURNING PONE 
THE THIRD MILESTONE 

CGL4R Ministerial-Level Meeting 
Lucerne, Switzerland 

Febma y 9, 1995 

ini.stefs, hcju~l.s qf.fi)zrndutiorz.s utzcl i12terr1utionul rrrzd ~-c~gionul aid 
zes, and their I-epw.se)ztr~tir?c.s,e.s, ~?zwting nt the Paluce Hotc~l in Lrtceme, 

nd on f i b r z~u~: )~  9-10. 1995. ~~r/opted u Declu?zltion unrl Action 
ztbich rlqfincls the. firtrrre prioritic.soritics u77d directions qf' the CGIAR. R e  

~?zeciti~zg 21~rcs c017~~ene~I hl' E4O. I!YDe und the World Bunk. us Co.sponson c ~ f  
the C'GIAR, rrl ld ulr~.s hostczl hl! the Chzlcri71)?e~rt of Sz~'itzerl~r~7~l. In LI reel-I ~ e ,  
I;l'EI1 ulns iizvitc~d to .jol)~ tl7e C ~ S ~ I O I ~ S O I X  gl.~rrp, crnd r~cccptt'd t h ~  ~n~~i tu t ion .  
R e  theme of' the 1nc~oti17g zc'cls ':C1~strll17uhle L4~q~ier~lt~rre fbr Food Secl~~itll 2 r 1  

Iler~eloping Chzr ntri~s " 

The nzeeti ng ztlas charucterized h.11 both r4 f irll sense qf cJrzgagement 
~1111ot1g ~ ~ u r t i c ~ ~ r ~ ~ r t . ~  15172r1 L( p~-ofi~zrnd conirnitm~?lt to ~.si?zg itzterl?atio~~ul 
U ~ T ~ C . I L / ~ Z L I Z I ~  rt'~ea1-ch as u)z ikl.strzc~)ze~?t, fi)r cornhuti? 18 POZ)C?'~J atld hlrt~ger. 
Prrr-ticq~cr)lt.s rcu//i:~-riled thcir,fuith in ugricrdltz~w (15 u c(ltcrI[yst und a12 inte- 
grul component of dezlelopnlcnt, crnrrT in  ugricztltr~rul r-c.scu~-ch us u 
. firi~dumentul pcli.t of' ug~-icrrlrr~ml rlevelopment. In this context, the CGIAK. 
z~lith its p~oricr~ resecrsc-h c~q)~rc i t ,~  ulzci its ~flbcticle uppronchtcs to dei!eloping 
.srr.stuilrahle agricrtltrrre, 21 u s  1-t.cognized us u uul~ruble u11d rjitul co~~trihrt/or 
to i~lter~l~ltionul dez?eloptnent qLl;fi)rts. 

C6ie d'lrloilz.. Eg~pt, Iran. urld Ke~l~yu zoew zr.wlcomed us 770u1 hI~'1l2hc.n- 
the C'GIAR. Other- :Zile7nl?ers. f;^011? the Sorrth joining in the L~lcerne delihtw- 
tiorrs to set the CGIARkfirt~rre policjl rt'el-e Colo~nhirl. In~liu, Indonc.sir~. u77d 
the Phil@pi)~cs. The strong L I I I ~ I  ucti~le pai-ticipcltion qfLMe~nl?ersfi-o)?z the 
Soltth in the L I ~ L C ~ ? . I I ~  iVIeeting attestt~d to the CGAK 1s c.onti111ring (-oiizn?itme)lt 
to cnsr r w u r!)7nui?~ ic Sol r th-lVorlh pu)-tnersh$ zr!o&ing il.1 the ir ltere.s/ c! f' the 
11~oi"ld spoor and mu1.gi7z~rlizecI. 

The .Spirit qf ' L L I C ~ I - P I C  p~~oz!irlcvl the CGIAR zllith tho mome1ztz1n1 and 
i)?zpc>tzrs to nlozje ,fi~r.zuurd ~!igorozull~ as ri rerkdicuted Soznth-North cnttv- 
prise cupuhle of',fi~~fi'lli)~g u glohul vision of 1t.s~ poverty in  the) z~lol-lci; u 
hew lthicw: hett~i* 17olr rishc)d, htr !nu n .funzil~~; I-edrrced PI-essu re on , fizrgilcl 
~16itzli~l/ I - ~ > S O Z ~ ~  I - C ~ S ;  arirl pe~~ple-cel1terL'd policies .for .slr.stui~ luble ugriczrl- 
lrrlzrl dc~~c4opmcv1t. 

172 his optwil IX,  il ite1vc~17tioi 1 at thc nreeting. ,MI: Serugeldil i said: 



This meeting is a key component in an eighteen-month program of 
renewal and rededication, which the CGIAR began last May in New Delhi. I 
am, therefore, delighted to see in our midst the Minister of Agriculture from 
India, ~vhich gave us the Spirit of New Delhi that w e  bring with us to 
Lucerne as part of a creati1.e continuity. 

The program of renewal that we inaugurated in New Delhi is designed 
to clarify the vision of the CGIAR, refocus its 
research agenda, reform its govern:ince and 
onerations. and secure renewed sunoort for I AM PARTICULARLl l3I,EASED T O  

I I 

its international mission. Underpinning this SEE S O  MANT DE\'ELOPING COUN- 

program is a commitment to ensure that the ' ~RIES  REPRESENTED HERE. YOUR 

CGIAR fully represents an international part- PRESENCE IS ALREADY ONE CLEAR 

n e r s h i ~  of the South and the North at all ,N4VIFESTATlON OF THE PROFOUND 

levels of activity CHANGES ?HAT ARE 'I'AKING I'IACE 

I N  THE CGIAR. 

The Secretary General of the United 
Nations noted In his message0 to us that the recent expansion of the CGIAR 
to include more Members from developing countries will help to forge a 
tnie partnership for development. In this contest, I ain particularly pleased 
to see so many developing countries represented here. Your presence is 
already one clear manifestation of the profound changes that are taking 
place in the CGIAR4hanges that lay the foundation for the renewal that 
will be given clear direction 1,y our decisions in Lucerne. 

T H E  D E F I N I N G  F E A T I T K E S  O F  T H E  C G I A K  

The renewal, however, requires appreciation of the unique qualities of 
the CGIAK that have made it such a demonstrable and acknowledged 
success. The fundamental characteristics and defining strengths of the 
CGIAK must be preserved. 

There are, I believc, four unique features that have set the CGIAK apart 
from almost any other international program of its kind. First, it has been 
totally apolitical. I'olitics have heen kept asicle from the long-tenn hurnan 
concern of CGIAK Members and scientists. Politics have not affected the link 
between research activity and the support of the donor cornrnunity encom- 
p:issing both North and Soutll. 

A srarrrnent o n  v~clcr, 1,)- 1 1 .  F. I%oiltrc,s 13o~1t1~o-GIl;ili. Src.l.et.l~) Genel.:il o f  the L nitecl Nations, 
\i :I.\ scl.ecnetl ; ~ t  t i l t .  opening session of rlic. X1itiisreri;il-Let.4 hlreting. 
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The second defining feature is total commitment to quality, as repre- 
sented, for example, in the demanding external reviews of work at the 
Centers. CGIAR scientists are coln~llitted to maintaining exceptionally high 
levels of scientific achievement, and the resulting quality of science at 
CGIAR Centers is considered 11y everybocly knowledgeable as being among 
the kreiy best of its kind. 

Third is the focus of the CGIAR. I have had occasion to point out before. 
ancl I do so again, that the CGIAK has not been an all-purpose development 
tool. I t  has been a well-focused institution with a clear direction. The 
aclvanced xientific capacity of the Centers has been brought to bear on 
specific problenls of the poor, with consequent t~enefits to n~illions. 

Fourth is a willingness anlong Members to support what is basically a 
long-terin effort, not expecting results in one year or the next, knowing full 
well that these are long-term problems that are being dealt with, and that 
support cannot be turned on and off like a Faucet. 

To these four qualities 1 must add a fifth, which I discovered when I be- 
came Chairman in Janu:lry 1994, and that is the unique attribute which truly 
distinguishes the CGIAR from any~hing else in the world arena-the Fact 
that the CGIAR does not exist. There is n o  statute, no  binding treaty, no 
agreement, not even a memorandum of understanding that specifies the re- 
sponsil>ilities of the various Members and how they should behave toward 
each other. The CGIAR has survived and thrived exclusively on the good- 
will of its Members. At a time when we  are a11 decrying bureaucrntization, I 
defy you to find a better example of non-bureaucratization than one which 
does not even have a statute, and yet that has achievecl so much. 

N E E D  F O R  A C T I O N  

The achievements of the CGIAK are too numerous to recount. Rased on 
those achievenlents, we must look to a renewal n~hose watchwords have to 
h e  effectiveness and  efficiency, transparency, accountability, and  
predictability. All of that has to determine the l~ackground within which our 
debates and discussions will take place. 

The purpose of the CGIAR remains clear: susr~inable agriculture h r  food 
security in the developing countries. How t o  translate that goal into action is 
not so clear, hence the purpose of these meetings and these deliberations. 
The intention is th~lt each session, which will be chaired Ily one of you, will 
really be a debate and discussion, encouraging wide participation. Fosn~dl 
statements from the floor are not necessary, but those who have prepared 
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thoughtful papers can gikrc them to the Secretariat and we will distribute 
them and inake them availal3le to eve~yhody, and certainly publisl~ them in 
the "proceeding.;" o f  this meeting. 

It was mentioned in earlier statements that the CGIAR needs to open 
up.  Yes, it does. It needs to recognize stronger links to the institutions of 
the North, and I am gl:~cl to see that there is an initiative 13eing launched 
by the European Commission in this clirection. Another initiative is also 
being launched by the United States. We hope there will tw more action to 
build stronger links with the North, and equally to strengthen links with 
the NAKS of the South, to recognize the role o f  other institutions that have 
not heen sufficiently prominent in our activities as, for example, UNEP, 
and also to seek perhaps three new modifications that I ,  :IS Chairman, 
would like to put forward early on. One will be to t1-y to create a NGO 
Co~ninittee to structure the dialogue 1)etween the CGIAR and NGOs. 
Second n~ill be a similar advisory committee to reach out to the prikxte 
sector. Thircl will l,e the creation of a special evaluation unit. centr:~lly 
located and inclepenclent of the System. 

Our go:lls are ambitious, but they have to he tempered with realism. Let 
us remember the words of the late ITS Senator Robert Kennedy, who said, 
"Some look at the world :IS it is and ask \vhy. I look : ~ t  the world 21s it could 
1,e and ask, why not?" Surely, that is what we need. Ours has to he ;I clelib- 
eration that will yielcl vision-vision for the CGIAR; vision t o  guide action. 
Let us, therefore, 1,ecome the visionaires of action. 



N FROM DECISIONS TO ACTIONS: 
THE FOURTH MILESTONE 

C G M  Mid- Term Meeting 
Nairobi, Kenya 
Mav 22.1 995 

J , - - -  

last year's Mid-Term Meeting in New llelhi, w e  adopted an cigh- 
th program of renewal. That program set up five ~nilestones: the 

elhi consensus. International Cerlters Week 1994, the Lucerne 
1-Level Meeting. the 1995 Mid-Term Meeting, and International 

Centers Week 1995. 

We are no\v at the fourth of five milestones in our journey of renewal. 
And what a journey it has heen-a journey of hope. a journey of excite- 
ment, and, most of all, :I journey of accomplishment. 

When w e  were approaching tlie first milestone-the h,lid-Term Meeting 
in New Ilelhi :I year ago-self-clouht gnawed at the CGIAR Systern. The 
vision of the System see~necl to be ilnfocused. Funding prospects were 
considered bleak. 1)edicatecl staff in the Centers %.ere deinoralized. Our 
partners were bewilderecl. Yet our belief in the innate strengths of the 
System prevailed. We enlerged from that meeting with single-nlinclecl 
determination to make the System work. Consequently, each o f  the targets 
o f  the eighteen-nlonth timetable of change :Idopted and launched in New 
Delhi has been met. We h:~ve passed three milestones with no  deviation; 
n o  time slippage. 

The vision o f  the CGIAK has l x e n  refocused. A renewed sense o f  confi- 
dence perineates the Centers. Rese:irch programs are heing carried out with 
heightened vigor. The research agencla o f  the System was fully funded in 
199-1 and will be f~ully f~unded this yeir :IS well. The Ministerial-Level h,leeting 
held in Lucerne-our third milestone-re:~ft'irmed the mission of the CGIAK 
as follows: to contribute through researcl~ to promoting sustainal>le agricul- 
ture for food security in the developing countries. In doing so, that historic 
meeting unecluivoc:~lly reaffirmed the capacity of CGIAK-suppoized 1-ese:irch 
t o  help in the ;llleviation of poverty and protection of the environment. 

Agriculture, thus. was c le~r ly  placed :it the heart of the development 
paradigm. The development conlmunity's pi-inxiry concerns in recent years 
had been issues connectecl with population growth, the environment, and 
fcoocl security. Agriculture is the interface that links these tl~ree. At least in 
the foreseealde future, none o f  these issues can be  aclequately dealt with, 



unless sustainable agricultural growth is nurtured. Research is vital to this 
process and the CGIAR, therefore, can inakc :In unique contribution. 

By an unfortunate irony, however, while confidence in the CGIAR as 
an instrument of development has heen strongly reasserted, the develop- 
ment  enterpr ise  itself-a vital a n d  
indispensable endeavor in global terms- By LIYPOH.fuRSCE 

has been under attack. The very idea of CONFIDENCE IN 
development cooperation between North ,m CGIAR t\N OF 

and South is being assailed. So, while we DEFELOPMElrtT BEEN 

can t ~ e  justifiably proud o f  what we have .,.HE DEVELOPMENT 
achieved. we  cannot be comp1:lcent. We E.TERPRISE AND 
must redouble our  efforts, not only o n  ENDE.4VOR I N  
behalf of the CGIAR in the face of dimin- (;I,OBAL TERM+m BEEN UNDER 
ished development assistance budgets, b11t Krr .A(: K. nE OF DEbEL- 
also on  behalf of all the dedicated and OPRIE3.1. COOPERATION BEWEEN 
successful efforts of so many in the devel- NOK,I.H :tKD S Oll.l. LS 
oprnent conlin~~nity. ASSAII.ED. SO, WHILE WE CAN BE 

JIISTIFIABLY PROIJD OF WHAT %E 
We must not allow the failure of politi- iLiVE :tCHIE.ED, WE CANNOT BE 

cized aid that was labeled as development COMPLAt:ENI: 
assistance, or the occasional failed project 
of the past, to  overshadow the success 
stories of real development, including such outst:lnding examples as the 
CGIAR. We must join forces with friends and allies to roll back the tide of 
doubt that threatens the world's development enterprise. If we fail, the 
worst hit victims will not be developrllent institutions and the dedicated 
men and woinen within them. The real victi~ns will be the weakest in 
human society-the poor, thc hungry, the unemployed, and the marginal- 
ized. We must not fail. We will not f r ~ i l .  

T H E  S P I R I T  O F  L U C E R N E  

As we klce the future, we are strengthened l ~ y  the wisdom of the deci- 
sions taken by the Group under its program of renewal. If we had not done 
so already, we \vould toclay be sc~lml~l ing around for the means by which 
t o  strengthell our partnerships, ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
System, create greater transparency, and tighten our decisionmaking 
process. We have alreacly moved decisively in these directions. The high 
point in our quest for renewal was the Lucerne hleeting, where the ground- 
work was put into place for bro~~cl revitalization. We are better positioned 
than hefore, therefore, to rise to all new challenges. The Spirit of Lucerne 
both refreshes ancl strengthens. 
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The Lucerne Meeting was the highest level gathering of the CGIAR since 
the Bellagio Conference, which led to the establishment of the Group in 
1971 and the development of the CGIAR System. The 1eg:icy of Bellagio 
sust;iined the CGIAR for almost 25 years, enabling it to make substantial 
contributions to food production and food security in developing countries, 
most notably through the green revolution. In Lucerne, the CGIAR turned to 
its creators, the international community, once again, seeking reaffirmation 
of the purpose and guiding principles with which the System could respond 
effectively to a new set of global challenges and a changing world situation. 
The response of the international community was forthright, supportive, and 
unambiguous. 

South and North united behind a common cause. While continuing to 
acknowledge the inspiring role of the North in founding the CGIAR in 
Bellagio, and supporting it thereafter, I must point to the fact and the signifi- 
cance of the increasing particip~ition of the South. Colombia, C6te d'Ivoire, 
Egypt, Iran, and Kenya-all nem7 Members in New Delhi-attended the 
Lucerne Meeting. The presence of Members from developing countries in 
the CGIAR should not be viewed merely as an increase in numbers, 
however, for what it actually signifies is a profound sense of commitment. 

Members from developing countries who have joined since we passed 
the first of our milestones in New Ilelhi, have demonstrated their support 
in many m~ays. Colombia made a multi-million dollar commitment when it 
joined the CGlAK. C6te d'Ivoire pledged a multi-year commitment. Egypt 
has offered ICLARM a research facility valued at $36 million. Kenya is 
hosting tllis Mid-Term Meeting. Well-established Members from developing 
countries have reaffirmed their dedication, too. India has inade a special 
contribution of $1 million and has increased its regular contribution by 50 
percent. The Philippines has doubled its contribution. Korea has increased 
its regular contribution by 40 per-c.ent. Indonesia is providing CIFOR with 
its new headquarters. 

In Lucerne, South and North m7e1-e equally engaged in shaping an 
Actiorz Program that reflects compassion, wisdom, and confidence. 
P:lrticipants adopted a Declarntiorr and Action Program which demon- 
strated a clear com~llitrnent to addressing the challenges of promoting a 
people-centered sustainable development that helps feed the hungry. 
reduces poverty, and protects the environment in the context of a rapidly 
expanding global population that places increasing demands on the Earth's 
fragile and finite natural resources. 

Two companion volumes, the Su?rzma?y of Proceedzrzgs and  decision.^ 
and the Background Doclrtnc~~lts on Mqjor Issues have been produced and 



are 11eing widely disse~ninated. These are historical documents. Hon-ever, 
the printed word alone, effective as it is, cannot fully recreate the rnood of 
Lucerne. In inany years of participating in and presiding over internation:il 
meetings connected nvith development, rarely have I seen a group co:ilesce 
behind a common pi~rpose so effectively and quickly. Hope and confi- 
dence, tempereel by realism, were abunclant. 

Let us recapture that mood in Nairobi, as we strive together to move 
I3eyond our foi~r-th milestone and on  to the fifth, International Centers Week 
later this year, thus succc.ssf~~lly completing our eighteen-month program of 
renelval and recleclication, fully aware that this is just the start of the longer 
journey still to come in 1996 and beyoncl. 

O U R  B U S I N E S S  I S  P E O P L E  

The objective of the renewal program is to ensure that the CGlAK is better 
equipped to work in concert with the rest of the international co~nmunity, to 
contribute towarcl liberating the deprived :md clisadvantaged from the grip of 
extreme hunger and poverty. The defining terms of that goal are a healthier, 
better nourished, human family; reduced pressulr on fragile natural resources; 
and people-centered policies for sustainal~le clevelopment. 

In that context, the substance of this meeting, its timing, so soon after the 
event in Lucerne, :me1 its location in Africa are all imporrant. While we are 
poised to move forward at the 1995 Mid-Term Meeting-the fourth mile- 
stone-under the impetus of the decisions I-cached in Lucerne, we will do so 
against the backdrop of realities across this continent that define with clarity 
both the magnitude and the complexities of the problems of development. 
Indeed, the Lz~cenze Actio~z P T - ~ ~ ~ u I . I Z  urges the C G M  to pay special attention 
to both Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, which face the greatest challenges 
in eradicating poverty and malnutrition. As well, the Action Prog~anz calls for 
research t o  acldress the prol,lems of the poor in less-endowed areas. in addi- 
tion to continuing its wc)rk c)n higll-potential areas. Kernember also that some 
of the pocx-est people live in forest :II-~;IS and rely on forest products, so that 
our forest \\-ork is also part o f  the encle:lvor. 

Encour:iging examples of c l e v e l o p ~ ~ ~ e n t  successes can be found in 
Africa. In I,r(xid terms, however, tile Iwnefits accruing from a technology- 
based transformation of agriculture in milch of Asia and Latin America are 
not firinly estal3lisl1ed in most o f  Africa. Increases in food production of 
some 2 percent annually in most of Sub-Sahamn Africa have not kept pace 
with an a\-el-age popu1:ition growth rate of 3 percent per annum. Other 
factors have exacerl,ated this situation, causing an extent ancl clepth of 
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poverty across much of this continent that is an affront to the conscience 
of  the modern world. Poverty and hunger 
a re  pervasive.  O n e  ou t  of every four  WE WOULD BE WISE TO 
~f r i c : l n s  lacks the  minimum diet  for a OUKSELIxS CEASELESSLY m4T OUR 
healthy life, while many elsewhere are  BUSINESS IS NOT JUS~ A MATIER OF 
worrying :~hou t  the impact of olxsity on S',.XrISLES, .mORIES, mD .mCH- 
their health. This contrast is both startling NOLOG.. OUR BIISIIVESS IS PEOPLE. 
and revolting. RESFACH IS I'HE INSmULMENT WE 

I!SE 1h' SITPPORTING 'IHE EFFORTS 
As L4.e consider these aberrations of the OF THE INTERV.4'rIONAL COMMtI- 

human condition. we woulcl 1,e wise to NI'R NlrR1'URE SUSTAINABLE 

re~nincl ourselves ceaselessly that our husi- HuMAIV DEvEI,OPMENT. T~~~ w . .  
ness  is no t  just a mat ter  of statist ics,  .Im MESS.4GE OF LI:CERNE, LwD IT 
theories. and technology. Our business is REMAIN ,4T ,rHE OF 

people. Research is the instrument we use oI,RDELIBEM,.IOsS. 
in supporting the efforts of the interna- 
tional com~nuni ty  to nurture sustainal~le 
human development. That was the message of Lucerne, and it must 
remain at the heart of our deliberations. 

G U I D E L I N E S  F O R  A C T I O N  

Participants in the Lucerne Meeting affirmed their "strong support for 
the revitalized CGIAR as one of the main instruments o f  the world commu- 
nit)- whose contril~ution. in close partnerships lvith other actors, is of 
considerable importance to the successful implementation o f  the emerging 
development ;~genda.!' At this Mid-Term Meeting we must translate the 
\.ision of Lucerne into reality. We must agree on  a work program and 
I-eseasch agenda that reflect the orientations of that vision. 

Guidelines are provided in the  Lucerne Declurutiolz and  Action 
P~ogmn7. These cover many al-eas from Ix-oaclening pal-tnerships to st:lbi- 
lizing firncling. A fundament:il requirement is that the CGIAR should 
complete its transition from a clonor-client rel:~tionship to equal partner- 
ship of all p~~rticipants from South anci North within the System. We should 
l,e responsive to the views o f  the national agric.ultus;~l rcse:lrch systems in 
our decisionmaking. That process is heing accelerated following the NAKS 
consultation org:~nizecl in Nairobi I>y IFAII. 

The Actio~i7 P/-oglflu~n also enjoins the CGIAR to enhmce its partnerships 
with pul,lic and private research institutions in the Soilth and North, ancl to 
establish a NGO Conl~nittee and a Private Sector Committee as a means of 
improving o ~ l r  dialogue with those whose interests are compatible m~itl~ ours. 
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Preliminary approaches concerning an intensification of our relations 
with the private sector are in progress. On the NGO side, I have person- 
ally held a series of substantive discussions with NGO representatives in 
Washington, Paris, The Hague, and Rome. With the kind assistance of 
LTNEP, a consultation with African as well as international NGOs has been 
arranged here in Nairobi, and others are planned elsewhere. Ignorance 
ahout the CGIAR and skepticisnl about its desire to collaborate with 
groups outside the System rem;iin, but that is precisely why we must work 
ever hardei- at broadening p:lrtnerships. At ICW94, I enjoined you to open 
up the System to others. I repeat that. For all its outstanding excellence, 
the System is still too "inbred." 

I 3111 confident that by the end of this Mid-Term Meeting we will have 
adopted a frail~ework for establishing both committees, that each can rneet 
in the next few months. and that l,oth ivill be represented at International 
Centers Week. None of the proposecl new ai-rangernents. I should empha- 
size. will be detrimental to existing relationships between the Centers :ind 
a wide range o f  partners. We must a l ldo  more. 

We must also grapple ~v i t h  11 governance recommend:ition from 
Lucerne, namely, the estahlishn~ent of an .'independent evaluation function 
reporting to the CGIAR :IS a whole." I have already written to you on this 
subject, outlining an approach which calls for the Group to appoint a 
small CGIAR Impact Assessment and Evaluation Group made up  of a 
few-perhaps twcrscientists with impeccable credentials, recognized for 
their authority on the role of agricultural research in development and for 
their technical skills in the area of impact assessment. We will review the 
options later today and, I hope, take firin decisions. 

Let us now turn to the core of our agenda. The Lucerne Meeting 
endorsed a rhythm of decisionmaking which calls for the research program 
and funding needs of the following year to be  presented, discussed, 
arrlendecl if the Group so desires, and adopted :it the Mid-Term Meeting of 
the current year (e.g. May 1995 for 1996). This arrangement will enable 
hlembei- agencies to take financing decisions between May and October so 
that the research agenda can he fi~lly financed when funds are pledged at 
International Centers Week. The new rhythm was not created haphazardly. It 
is a device by which intent and implementation can l ~ e  hannonizcd. 

Changes in process are meant to underpin the substance of a research 
agencla which, as the Ltlcevlze Declamztio~z puts it: will l,e "aimed now at 
the multiple challenges of increasing and protecting agricultural procluc- 
tivity, safeguarding natural  resources ,  and  helping t o  achieve 
people-centered policies for environmentally sustainable development." 
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'The unique role o f  TAC, as an independent institution that provides the 
System with scientific advice of tlie highest quality, was reaffirmed in 
Lucerne. Arrned with that senemred cornmission, the TAC Chair will present 
to you the premises and context of the 1996 research agenda, as well as its 
detailed proposals. I will not deal with the specifics of that agenda now. I 
propose, instead, to clraw to your attention a series of principles, related to 
decisions reached in Lucerne, which should govern our thinking. 

First, the Systern must, whenever possible. break clown the barriers of 
discipline and special interests, and carry out programs in nhich the 
collective capacities of the Centers as well as the strength of their partners 
are combined. 

Second, research supported by the CGIAK must focus on the nexus of 
agriculture, the environment, and poverty as the basis for fulfilling the vision 
of sustainable agriculture for food security in the developing countries. 

7 - I hircl, five thmsts are recognized as the central research interests of the 
System. These are: increasing productivity, protecting the environn~ent, 
saving I?iodiversity, improving policies, and strengthening agricultural 
research in developing countries. The CCiIAR should address more force- 
fully the international issues of water scarcity, soil and nutrient 
managelllent. and aquatic resources. 

Fourth, the CGIAR should focus on the international public goods 
aspect of research. In doing so, it should not neglect the compelling need 
to work in concert with other components of the global research system. 

Fifth, as the research program evolves, a matrix framelbork will be 
used as a tool to clarify the role of the CGIAR within the global system. 
the relationship between Center-h~lsed activities and systenlwide programs, 
and the funding progression. 

1 look forward, as well, to observing how the Group and TAC incorpo- 
rate in CGIAR programs the findings of the Ad Hoc Committees on 
Sustainability and Ecoregional Approaches that were commissioned last 
year to provide us with gi~idance. 

As to the funding of the program, I am concerned that current plans 
have not gone f ~ r  enough in providing support for unconstrained research. 
Fo r  the Centers t o  function effectively-to develop their scientific 
strength-they need the flexibility to be bold, to create the space for the 
contrary view, to experiment freely, and to engage in flights of imagina- 
tion. They need to be protected fro111 over-l>ureaucratization, and I urge 
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you that this should t,e kept in mind :IS we consider systemnride initiatives 
Let us a\~oid a top-down Ixlreaucratic :~pproach, ;ind provide the Centers 
with the freedom to experinlent with various adnlinistrative :~rrangenlents 
for managing such initiatives. 

My friends, a strong Systenl requires strong Centers. Eadl Center must be 
strong in its own right, and thus capable of contributing to the combined 
strength of a sixteen-Center team. Weak players produce a weak team 

Those are some o f  the cletails. The "big picture" is one that requires LIS 

to join together-steadfastly ant1 wholeheartedly-in turning the philo- 
sophical themes of Lucerne into living reality. Spencl as much time as you 
need on your review of the research agentla. The TAC Chair and Center 
representatives are here to answer your questions, and to entertain your 
suggestions. Through that process of scrutiny, make the research agenda 
your own. Adopt it, support it ,  and finance it. Ensure bermreen now and 
Octoher that the research agenda is not just funded, hut fully f~unded. 

M O V I N G  A H E A D  

Consider, as you respc)ncl to the suggestions and proposals before you, 
the paradox of our times. \We live in a world of plenty, of dazzling scien- 
tific advances and technologic:~l 
t>reakthroughs. Ad\lentures in cyberspace 
are at hand. The Cold War is o\.er, ancl with CONSIDER THE PARADOX OF OUR 

that we were offered the hope of glolxil TIMES. WE I.lVE IN A WORLD OF 

stability. Yet, our  tirnes Lire 1ll:irrecl 1ly P L E N ~ , O F D A Z Z L l N G S C I E N T I F I C  

conflict, \~iolence, debilitating economic ADVANCES AND TECHNOLOGICAL 

uncertainties, I,ackwardness, and poLTerty. BREAKTHROUGHS. Ym, OUR TI~MES 

And now so many of the rich w:lnt to turn ARE M A R R E D  BY CONFI,ICT, 

their backs on the poor. This, therefore, is VIOLENCE, DEBILITATlNG ECONOMIC 

more than ever a time for an united front of INCERTAINTIES, BACKWARDNESS, 

the caring. AND PO~XRIY. AND NOW SO MANY 

OF THE RJCH WANT TO TURY THEIR 

In the 47 "least de\'elopedn countries of BACKS O N  T H E  P O O R .  THIS, 
the world, 10 percent of the worltl's popu- THEREFORE, IS MORE THAN EVER A 

lation sul>sists on 0.1 percent of tht: worlc['s TIME FOR AN UNITED FRONT O F  

income. Some 40,000 people clic from THECARING. 

hunger related evei-y d:iy. Many of 
the poor who sur\~i \~e lack access to the 
fundamental needs of a deccnt existence. Over a billion people are 
compelled to live on less tll~in a doll~ir a day. A sixth or more of the 
1lum:ln fcimily lives a m:~rgin:rlizecl existence. Therein lies the challenge-. 
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11efore us. Will we accept such human d e g ~ ~ d a t i o n  as inevitable? Or will 
we .;trivc. to help-in Frantz Fanon's elrocatlve phrase-"The Wretched of 
the Earth"? From evely action you have t:~ken since May 1994, I have no 
doubt of what your response will be. Together, let us rememt~er  the 
forgotten. give hope to the forlorn, and reach out to the unreached. 

At the concllrsio~l clf'thc' naectitzg, 11.1~. SeraayeMi?z conlmtwtc~d a.s.fillous: 

My friends, we have passed the fourth milestone on our journey of 
renewal. with confidence :lnd an abiding sense of recommitnient. 

The decisions taken at this Mid-Term kleeting are fi~lly consistent with 
and, indeed, flow from the requirements of the L I ~ c c I - ~ ~  Ueclar~ition tr~zd 
Action Prog~am. These fall under the themes of broadening partnerships, 
the research agenda, governance, and fiwance. We have established the 
instriuil~ents required for us to move into closure of the renewal prograin 
at our fifth milestone, International Centers Week. Our decisions have reaf- 
firnled the profound commitment of the CGIAK to contributing through 
international agricultural rese:lrch to food security in the clcveloping coun- 
tr ies.  The  way in which w e  have  reached these  conclusions  has 
demonstratcrd that we  cxn maintain our \\!ell-est:~blished sense of colle- 
giality \vliile acting decisively. 

The deliberations here have been considerably helped 11y the atinos- 
phcre provided 11y our hosts. They have shown llow much is possible 
through cooperation between NAKS ~und international centers. Jotno 
Kenyatta, the fo~undet of modern Kenya. said in his book. Facirzg 121oz~1zt 
Kc.?{va, that a n:~tion's land should be tended with love and care b e c a ~ ~ s e  it 
sustains us from childhood to cleath and beyond. While acknowledging his 
wisdoni, we can extend that principle t o  all the Earth's resources. Let us 
respect and protect them, while at the same time striving to ensure that the 
hungry are fed. the poor sustained. That ru~rch we omre our own genera- 
tion. That much we owe generations yet unborn. 





V. TE-IE FINAL MILESTONE: RENEWAL OF THE 
CGIAR. . .AND BEYOND 

C G M  Internatiotzal Centers Week 
Washington, DC 

October .?0. 1995 - ,  ~~ 

are at :i defining point in the history of the CGIAR-the conclu- 
a program of renewal and the launch of a regenerated CGIAK 

to begin the second quarter century of its existence. To reach this 
point, we have together maintained eighteen months of momentum. In 
doing so, we have moved from a mode o f  crisis to a mood of confidence. 
Our responsibility now, at this fifth milestone, is to adopt the changes and 
new structures developed over the renewal period, formally bring the 
renewal program to closure, and chart new directions for the future. For 
us, therefore, ICW95, in Winston Churchill's 
pithy phrase, is only the end of a begin- WE ,m AT A DEFINING POINT IN 
ning .  Chal lenges ,  obl igat ions ,  and  

THE HISTORY OF THE CGIm- 
opportunit ies lie ahead .  We must meet THE CONCLUSION OF A 
them boldly, not be  content inerely with 

OF RENEWr\I, AND CH OF A 
what is, but dare to dream the dreams of 

REGENER4TED CGLAR TO 
mjhat can he ,  reaching out  to  what our  

THE S E C O Y D  PLIA R,rER 
imagination and our dedication can create. 

CEhWRT OF ITS EXI.S'IENCE. 
So, moving ever foward,  let us invent the 
future in the cnlcible of our minds. 

As we  prepare for the future, let us look briefly at the irntnediate past so 
that we can be quite clear about the nature of the crisis we Fxed in May 
1994 and the reasons that impelled us to undertake a particular set of reme- 
dial nleasures. The crisis had many facets, and can be described in several 
ways. Fundamentally, however, it was caused by a coalescence of five 
components that overshaclowed all others. 

First. we had to deal with a new and complex set of research chal- 
lenges. The CGIAK was created to overcorne the challenges of increasing 
productivity and maintaining the biological diversity of the crops on  which 
the human family depends. These challenges were ably met, but they 
continue to press o n  us,  requiring ceaseless vigilance and endeavor. 
Additionally, new challenges loomed ahead, particularly in the area of 
natural resources management, including forests, fresh water, soils, coastal 
zones, and the sea. Further, w e  had to  ensure that the needs of the 
poorest ancl the most neglected-including women--were encompassed 
in all of our endeavors. 



Second, we 11:ld to refocus. reclcfine, expand, ancl vigorously iiliplenlent 
3 rebearch agenda capable of overcoming these challenges during a period 
of adversity in the broad .lrea of Official Development Assistance. This situa- 
tion was coinplicatecl for the CGIAK hy loose and incoherent xrrangements 
that did not protect funding for the agreed research agenda, even Lvhen 
fcinds were :~vailable. 

Thircl, the concept of agriculture as the cornerstone of development was 
receding from the center of puhlic policy. External assistance for agriculture 
has been in decline since the 1980s. The share of agriculture in total ODA 
dropped from 20 percent in 1980 to around 14 percent in the 1990s. This 
trend wras mirrorecl in cleveloping countries, where investments in agricul- 
ture and in agricult~lral research were either recluced or kept static. 

Fourth. concerns hacl arisen allout the governance and management of the 
CGIAR. Improvements in the effectiveness and efficiency of Sl-stem manage- 
ment and governance, as well as in the System's instniments and processes for 
performance meLisurement ancl account:ll,ility, were urgently needed 

Fifth, the CGIAK System hacl not adapted to the need for greater partner- 
ship and interdependence with a range of potential collabor;~tors. Strength 
and support of the broad, development community was inadequate. 

These strands comhined to create a crisis whose impact on the Centers 
was corrosive. \ / ~ L I  will recall that. in the period immediately preceding the 
launching o f  the renewal program, the Centers clropped 110 senior interna- 
tional scientist positions-~lbout 10 percent of tot:ll strength-and 2,000 
locally hired positions. Existing progl-ams \\:ere c ~ ~ ~ ~ a i l e c l .  Work on essential 
new programs was postponed. 

There were grave concerns that, in response to the levels of finding reduc- 
tion, the System woulcl I>c restn~ctured, with some Centers vastly reduced in 
scope, and others "spun off." In this atmosphere of LIncertainh ancl perceived 
lack of support, CGMR scientists mere in a state of constant and rapidly wors- 
ening demorrilization. Continuation and wossening of the crisis would have 
dramatically reduced the impact of CGfiK-supported rescirch on the lives of 
the weakest, the most vulne~~l>le and dis:ldvantagecl in our hunlan family; and 
denied Mother Earth the protection that rese:irch results can provide. 

So, the options 1lefi)l-e us were clear. One option mas t o  s~~ccun~l , :  to let 
an externally deterinineel funcling envelope 2nd funcling clecisions define the 
scope of OLIS amllitions ancl the content of  our programs. The other option 
was to overcome the crisis 13); Ix~ttling each of its component elements. It 
was a tiine to act, and yo11 actecl. At the New Ilelhi &lid-'rerill Meeting, the 



Group responded to the crisis with a single-minded detemlination to adopt 
:i renewal program and make it work. And together, we haup made it work. 
That is m.hy and how we are hel-e :it the fifth m~lestone on our exhilarating 
journey of renewal. 

R E N E W A L  C O M P L E T E D  

The st~u-ting point of the renewal program was to ~~nder take a process of 
financial stabilization which would give us breathing space to undertake 
everything else t1i:it had to be done. The \Il'orld Bank's generous additional 
suppol-t in 1794 and 1975 \\:as crucial, but it was the combination of yoi~r 
efforts with those o f  the H;mk which nude  stahi1iz;rtion possible. With that 
m:ljor effost in place, we were ahle to renew almost every existing Eicet of 
tlie CGIAR and move on  in new directions. 

We have clarified the vision of the CGIAK, refocused its research agenda, 
reforined its governance and operations. and securecl renewed suppost for its 
international mission. We have protectecl the System ~igainst fragmentation, 
ensuring that the whole is greater than the sum of its pai-ts. Decisionmaking 
has been streamlined, a new rhythnl I ~ ; I s  heen created for re\.iewing the 
research agenda 2nd approving it. A matrix approach has been aclopted to 
ensure transparency. Methods of assessing thc impact of research are being 
emlxdded in the System. Financi:~l st:tbility has heen achieired. 

Funding for the research agenda was S247 million in 1972. In 1774, this 
mias expected to be $215 million, leaving a gap of $55 million. Today, the 
research agenda for 1795 is R~lly funded at $271 million. If our expectations 
are fillfilled-and there is no reason why they sl~ould not be-the 1796 
research :igenda will also he fully f ~ ~ n d e d  at close to $300 million. That is the 
strength of the Systern's fin~inces today and that is .)lour achievement. 
Success can be a heady intoxicant. So 1 should offer the caution that our 
Centers should not now assume that funding will move upwards ceaselessly. 
These are tiines of draconian cuts in ODA. We ]lave to keep that in mind :is 
we prepare to do  more, b ~ ~ t  do it differently. 

The reseal-ch agenda for 1996 adopted in Nairobi in May this year 
reflects the emphasis and thrusts of tlie renewed CGIAK. Research 
supported by the CGIAR will focus on the nexus of agriculture, the envi- 
ronment, ancl poverty as the basis of nurturing sustainable agriculture for 
food security in the developing countries. Renewed emphasis has been 
placed on a number of sustainability issues, including the management 
of tropical forests, soil and water management, and the productive use 
of marginal lands inhabited by the poor. Ecoregional research will inten- 
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sify natural resources management. Tlle CGIAK will ensure the conserva- 
tion and promote the sustainable use of genetic resources on terins that 
are fully consistent with the Convention on  Biological Diversity. Food 
security is key to the mission of the CGIAR and, hecause this requires 
access as much as :ivail:~l~ility, poverty alleviation has to be our final 
goal. The effectiveness o f  research results will be measured hy how 
milch they contribute to battling poverty, reducing hunger, and pro- 
tecting the environment. 

While maintaining our primary interest in 
the problems of developing countries, the 
renewed CGIAK is poised as well t o  work 
on the problems of Eastern Europe and the 
countries of the fornler Soviet Union, if it is 
determined that the CGIAK has a conlpara- 
tive advantage in specific areas of research. 
A study to be carried out with initial funding 
from the Netherlands will guicle us, and if 
the study finds that we should go ahead, 
additional funding for research will have to 
be found. 

THE RESEARCH AGENDA LIES AT 

T H E  H E A R T  O F  T H E  CGIAR 
SYSTEM A N D  ITS REFOCUSING 

REPRESENTS A MAJOR ACCOM- 

P L I S H M E N T  O F  T H E  RENEWAL 

P R O G R A M .  HENCEFORTH T H E  

RESEARCH AGENDA WlLL D R l V E  

O l l K  BUDGET. ITS P R I O R I T I E S  

Ml lS 'r  D E T E R h l l N E  W H A T  T H E  

AVAILABLE RESOURCES S H O U L D  

FUND. IT MUST NEVER, EVER BE 

THE OTHER WAY AROUND. 

The rescirch agenda lies at the heart of 
the CGIAR System and its refocusing represents a major accomplishment of 
the renewal program. Henceforth the research agenda will drive our budget. 
Its priorities must determine what the available resources should fund. It 
must never. ever be the other way around. Moreover, refocusing and sharp- 
ening the rese:irch agenda demonstrates the interface hetween continuit). 
and change. 

Renewal does not Inearl :I reckless abandoninent of the past. It requires 
a deliberate and rational selection of the best from past practices to senre as 
the foundation of change. Renewal means continuously re-examining the 
substance of research. so that our programs are scientifically viable and rele- 
vant to the developnlent process. 'They must be capable of contributing to 
improvements in the human condition. Renewal means that we must contin- 
uously be aware of and assess the global policy environment so that we 
neither get left behind by new developments nor follow short-lived fads 
slavishly. Renewal requires, as well, that we systematically strengthen and 
expand our partnerships, so that the dedication of the international commu- 
nity to the CGIAR is wide, deep, and pervasive. 

We approach the second quarter-century of the CGIAR with confi- 
dence, ready to confi-ont new challenges and fight new battles, with the 
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ingredients of past successes distilled for a new century. Scientists in 
their laboratories and farmers in their fields have to reach out to each 
other and learn to rnarch in step, for they are in truth engaged in a 
common endeavor. Economists emphasize the right prices. We need to 
be equally emphatic about the right roles of the multiple forces engaged 
in creating the new research paradigm. Herein lies the new beginning, 
the combined efforts of diverse actors-farmers, scientists, NGOs. poli- 
cymakers, the private sector-in a convergence of past experience and 
future possibilities; for: 

An easy commerce of the old and the new 
The common word exact without vulgarity 
The formal word precise but not pedantic 
The complete consort dancing together 

Every phrase and every sentence 
Is an end and a beginning. 

B E Y O N D  R E N E W A L  

We have articulated a vision o f  the System for the twenty-first 
century, and we have created the framework for translating that vision 
into reality. The defining terms of that vision are: liberation of the 
deprived and disadvantaged from hunger and poverty; responsible and 
creative management of natural resources; and wide application of 
people-centered policies for sustainable development. Based on  that 
vision, the rnission of the CGIAR was redefined in Lucerne as follows: "to 
contribute, through research, to promoting sustainable agriculture for 
food security in the developing countries." 

Our new beginning takes place in circun~stances that affect us deeply. 
There is a science explosion around us. The information revolution has 
changed the ways in which we function and threatens to change the ways 
in which we think. Adventures in cyberspace abound. Biotechnology 
holds out the potential of momentous changes in productivity. In these 
and all such developments, there is always the down side as well; the 
danger that more and more will be available to less and less. It would be 
utterly unconscionable if the benefits of science were to be bestowed in 
perpetuity on the already well-off, while the poor are relegated to an ez7er- 
expanding underclass of global society. Our unfinished agenda, beyond 
renewal, is to ensure that we do everything within our power to bring the 
best in science to bear on the problems of world's weakest and most 
vulnerable. Science must empower them, and help in their upliftment. 
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Let me outline the broad priorities of such an agenda for the CGIAR: 

1. To harnzonize oz4r own agenda zvith global concerns, initiatizles, and 
actions. 

CGIAR programs are guided by the spirit of the Earth Summit. This is 
manifest in its continuing efforts to adopt the prescriptions of Agenda 21. 
The Earth Summit has been followed by a number of initiatives aimed at 
developing a global agenda for change. The most recent of these were the 
World Population Conference held in Cairo, the World Summit on Social 
Developlnent held in Copenhagen-where international commitment to 
participatory, people-centered development was reaffirmed-and the World 
Conference o n  Wolnen held in Beijing-where the empowerment of 
women, in the fullest sense of the word, was accepted as being central to 
human development. 

The CGIAR rnust be responsive to these trends, both in the manage- 
ment of its affairs and in the conduct of research. In that spirit, we must 
prepare ourselves for the World Food Summit that will be convened by 
FA0 next year, to renew the commitment of world leaders at the highest 
level to the eradication of hunger and malnutrition and the achievement of 
food security for all. We must ensure that our accumulated experience is 
available to the international community while we, at the same tirne, gain 
strength from the wisdom of our partners and colleagues. 

2. To ensure that the CGIAK Systenz is a true rejlection oj. international 
realities. 

The character of the Group has already changed. An initial donor- 
client orientation has been discarded, and the CGIAR is moving toward 
becoming a fully South-North enterprise. Members from developing 
countries are not just the recipients of research results. Increasingly, 
they are active Members of the  CGIAR, fully engaged in decision- 
making, providing the System with leadership at different levels and 
contributing resources. Integration of the CGIAR Systern within the 
international community is stronger than before, and  international 
commitment to the CGIAR has been reinforced. A significant manifesta- 
tion of this symmetry was that, when  the  Surnmit of Non-Aligned 
Countries was held earlier this  non nth in Cartagena, organizers of the 
meet ing inc luded  o u r  t w o  Lucerne publ icat ions  in t h e  material  
provided to the 113 heads of the state, or their representatives, who  
attended. I welcome this demonstration of an internationalist and inclu- 
sive approach. Thehe connections must b e  strengthened and become 
an integral part of our existence. 
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3. To ensure that the alleviation ofpovecy is thc'guidirzg impulse of all that 
ule uu1zdertake. 

Increasing productivity in a sustainable manner is a means to the end 
of creating a dynamic agricultural sector, which not only creates inore 
food, but also more income, more jobs, inore economic activity, and 
overall improvements in the human condition. Programs at CGIAR Centers 
need to be explicitly designed to contribute to poverty alleviation. Unless 
they are confronted wisely and expeditiously, poverty and hunger could 
lead to social disruption, political destabilization, and environmental 
destruction, with local and worldwide implications. Prudence, if nothing 
else, cries out for the challenges to be met. Even more impor-tant in human 
terms. however, is that to ignore these challenges is to consign over one 
I>illion people to lives of permanent wretchedness. This is inconsistent 
with the norms of human decency. 

4. To maintain the  focus of the C G M  System on increasing .food produc- 
tiziity whileprotectirzg the environment. 

In the next quarter century. farmers, scientists, and policyrnakers will 
shoulder the responsibility of providing food at affordable prices for 
almost 100 million more people every year. Much has been accom- 
plished by way of increasing productivity over the past 25 years, and the 
CGIAK has been a major contributor to this effort. These achievements 
cannot be denied. At the same time, however, there are no grounds for 
complacency. Whether we see the world's food basket as half f ~ d l  or half 
empty, we  cannot draw back from our responsibility to create the abun- 
dance required to feed the hungry. Moreover, productivity will have to 
be increased without further damage to fragile and scarce resources of 
soil and water. We cannot turn away from the challenge and, indeed, we 
will not. 

In fact, recent increases in the price of cereals have prompted many 
to sound alarin bells. While the increases can be understood in a short- 
versus long-tern~ perspective, the alarm is justified because the long-term 
is not automatic. It will require redoubled efforts to improve plants, 
encourage better farming techniques, including prudent management of 
water resources, so  as to meet the ever increasing food needs of a 
growing population without reliance on  the excessive use of chemical 
additives. This can be achieved only through more and better research. 
There is no doubt that if mankind does not invest adequately in research, 
productivity increases will not occur. The good news is that, if we  are 
wise, it is indeed possible to reap the advantages of sustainable produc- 
tivity increases that science can provide. 
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5. To maintain scientijiic excellence and 
relevance throughout  the CGIAK WE NEED T O  INCREASE CON- 

System. S T W Y  OUR UNDERSTANDING OF 

THE CONTRIBUTIONS THAT OUR 

We need Centers without walls, and plat- PARTNERS MAKE TOWARD FUL- 

forms to  link South and North. We can FILLING THE OBJECTIVES THAT 

thereby support a community of scholars GUIDE US. BASED ON THAT UNDER- 

dedicated to the needs of the poor, breaking FXANDING, WE CAN FIND COMMON 

down the barriers of special interests. The GROUND. PARTNERSHIPS CREATE 

collective capacities of the Centers and their T H E  STRENGTH REQUIRED T O  

partners can then be applied to seek solu- OWRCOME DALlMlNG CHALLENGES. 

tions to the most pressing problems of the 
world's poor. As part of this effort, the Group decided in Nairobi that a 
systemwide review could be considered after the renewed CGIAR is fully 
operational, perhaps in 1997. Our scientists should not be concerned that 
this exercise will bury them in paperwork. The aim of the review will not be 
to hold up  scientific effort, but t o  improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the System and further empower each of the Centers. 

6. To develop our priorities, strategies, and programs in partnership with 
other plu.yers, and to improve institutional arrangements jor strength- 
ening partnerships. 

We need to increase constantly our understanding of the contributions that 
our partners make toward fulfilling the objectives that guide us. Based on that 
understanding, we can find common ground. Partnerships create the strength 
required to overcome daunting challenges. We must be fully engaged in part- 
nerships that build and maintain linkages among farmers, scientists, extension 
workers, social workers, NGOs, the private sector, and others. 

In the field, CGIAR Centers today work very closely with NARS in the 
South, with over 350 NGOs, with advanced research institutions, and with 
the private sector. Additionally, inspired by the Lucerne Declaration and 
Action Progmm, a NGO Committee and a Private Sector Conlnlittee are now 
in place to enrich the dialogue between the CGIAR and compatible institu- 
tions in civil society. The dialogue must continue and should be expanded. A 
global forum involving a broad range of those seeking to meet the same 
goals as ours can draw together a synthesis of knowledge for action. 

7. To contribute our knowledge and resources toward resolzling problems of 
a new world orderjbrgenetic resotlrces. 

International arrangements and international cooperation are required to 
protect the human heritage of genetic resources for the present and the 
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future. The CGIAK is fully committed to conserving genetic resources, 
promoting their sustainable use, ancl arranging for an equitable sharing of 
benefits. We have already established a Genetic Kesources Policy Committee 
to help us meet these goals. As proposed in Nairobi, I will he  attending the 
Second Conference of the Contracting Parties of the Convention o n  
Biological Diversity as your ambassador and look fcorwasd to receiving your 
guiclance on the substance of my presentation. 

8. To enszcre that our internal gouernnnce mechanisms promote gffective- 
ness and transparent): and that ourfinancing is stable. 

During the renewal program, we created ~llechanisms for this purpose. 
The Steering, Oversight, and Finance Committees, as well as ad hoc evalua- 
tion committees. incluce transparency and increase efficacy. The Impact 
Assessment and Evaluation Group will monitor the relevance and effective- 
ness of research. These are only first steps. We must remain vigilant ancl 
innovative so  that the trends set in motion are enduring. We must be 
committed, as well, to supporting the research agenda with full funding. 

We can face our unfinished agenda with confidence, because we as a 
System have been reinvigorated by a program of renewal, refreshed by the 
Spirit of Lucerne, and revitalized by our new sense of solidarity with South 
and North alike. Public knowledge about the CGIAR runs wider and deeper 
than before in the international community. The h e a ~ y  deinancl for the 
Secretariat's publications, produced on behalf of the System, is an indication 
of sustained public interest. 

Ironically, however, while the CGIAK itself is better equipped than 
l~efore-in terins of programs, procedures, stnictures, and relationships-to 
serve as an instrument of development and a catalyst of cooperation, the 
development enterprise itself is under att:ick. Mean-spiritedness sometimes 
displaces goodwill. Facts are distorted or shouldered aside. The substantial 
achievements of genuine development programs are overlooked. We can 
neither ignore nor surrender to these trends. 

You know the statistics as well as I do, so let me not overwhelm you 
with numbers. Let 11s remind ourselves, however, that today and everyday 
over one billion people continue to live in poverty, despite all the advances 
on the clevelopment front. Some 70 percent of them are women. Every 24 
hours some 40,000 people die of hunger-related causes. The poor remain 
hungry because they are held in the relentless vice of poverty. They are 
both the victims and, sometimes, the cause of environmental degradation. 
For then1 there is no intellectual ferment, no uplifting social discourse; 
indeed, there is no joy. That demeaning state of deprivation must end. 
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E N V O I  

The success of every program we espouse, every project we undertake, 
every endeavor we support, has to be tneasured by the extent of their contri- 
bution toward alleviating poverty. No single strategy will suffice to achieve this 
final goal. However, the role of agriculture is crucial, because the record shows 
beyond a doubt that dynainic and sustainable agriculhlre is both a catalyst and 
an essential element of sustainable development. In the world in which we 
live, we have seen time and time again that agricultural growth precedes and is 
a precondition of overall human development. Sustainable agriculture is a 
pivotal strategy for poverty alleviation, food security, and environmental 
sustainability. The research we support can generate new agricultural technole 
gies. We cannot, however, fight the battles against poverty and hunger alone. 
That calls for a combined effort by a Coalition of the Caring. 

Over the past eighteen months, we have had :a rich dialogue. We have 
pursued a thoughtful exchange of views, in discussions replete with substance 
and imbued with passion. Most of all, we 
have shown in every discussion, every 
analysis, every proposal, that all of us truly 
care. Through your concern for the poor, the 
weak, and the vulnerable, you have already 
laid the foundation for a Coalition of the 
Caring. Indeed, ule are that Coalition. 

THE SUCCESS OF EVERY PRO(;RrlM 

WE ESPOIISE, EVERY PROJECT WE 

IINDER'IAKE, EVERY ENDEAVOR WE 

SlIPPOR'I; HAS TO BE hW5ITRED BY 

'IIlE EXt'EKI' OF THEIR COlTRIBC- 

'l'lON 'I'OWtIRD hI.LEYIATING 

POvERn. 
The first bountiful harvests produced by 

green revolution technologies offered South 
Asia the difference between handouts and hope. Today, with many 
advances achieved, inore remains to be done-more to be sowed, more to 
be reaped-before hope is fulfilled across the developing world. Time 
presses on us. When the fulfillment of hope is interminably delayed, hope 
itself is weakened and destroyed. 

Now, I wish you :i week of exciting discussion and constnictive deci- 
sions. I have no doubt whatsoever that you will bring the renewal program 
to 21 successf~~l closure. and that your personal sense of dedication will be 
matched by your official pledge of generosity. I appreciate your support of 
our scientists and. through that support, your commitment to engaging your- 
selves in an unremitting campaign against hunger and poverty. I am 
profoundly grateful for the cooperation you have given me throughout the 
renewal program. 

In that same spirit. 1 urge you to be guided in your deliberations during 
the rest of this week by a firm commitment to help fulfill the hopes of those 
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who wait, and wait, for better days to come. Let not their wait be long and 
bitter, their hopes unfulfilled, for: 

True hope is swift, and flies with swallows wings; 
Kings it makes gods, and meaner creatures kings. 

At the conclusion of the meeting, Mr. Serageldi~z surnmed up the main 
decisions and said: 

International Centers Week has been a landmark meeting which brought 
the renemral program to closure and charted new directions for the future. 
Eighteen months ago, we were uncertain about the present and despondent 
about the future. Today, we are confident about the ability of the CGIAR to 
function even nlore effectively than before as an instrument of development. 

That confidence is based on the decisions and actions taken as part of 
the renewal program, culminating at ICW95. We have made incredible 
progress in all the major areas earmarked for special efforts by the Lucerne 
Declaration and Action Program. 

Specifically: 

Partnerships have been revitalized, broadened, and strengthened. 

The research agenda has been refocused on the nexus of agricul- 
ture. the environment, and poverty as the basis for sustainable 
agriculture for food security in the developing countries. 

Funding for the research agenda has been stabilized. 

Governance mechanisms have been streamlined to ensure effective- 
ness and transparency: and to ensure the impact and relevance of 
CGIAR-supported research. 

Who would have dared to predict in May 1994 that in October 1995 the 
CGIAR could anticipate full funding of close to $300 million for the research 
agenda of 1996? That is what the System has achieved, and that, with every- 
thing else that has been accomplished. is your achievement. I applaud your 
efforts to secure full implementation of the provisions of the renewal 
program, and warinly congratulate you on the success of your efforts. The 
consequence of what you have achieved is that our scientists can work to 
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realize their full potential on behalf of the world's poor and disadvantaged, 
unhampered by a perceived lack of support. 

We can be justifiably proud as we look back on where we were at the first 
milestone on our journey of renewal and how far we have traveled. We are 
poised to move fonvarct. Let me offer the caution, however, that pride in the 
success of the renewal program should be balanced by the need for the 
System not to be overwhelmed by over-expectation. Countries whose 
economies are heavily dependent on agriculture take it as a matter of practical 
wisdom that high prices are temporary and low prices the norm. That is an 
useful analogy for us. 

WE CAN BE J U ~ F I A B I X   PRO^ AS 
What we  have achieved through the WE LOOK BACK ON WHERE WE 

renewal program offers us a breathing space WERE AT THE MILESTONE ON 
in which we can concentrate on ensuring OF RENEWAL AND 
scientific excellence, consolidating our  HOW FAR HAVE WE 
programs, and developing prudent manage- ARE PO,SED TO MOVE FORWARD. 
ment. If we follow this course, the CGIAR L~~ ME OFFER CAUTION,  
System will not only be able to make a HOWEVER, THAT IN THE 
maximum impact on food security activities OF THE RENEWAL 

today, it will be fully equipped to cope with PROGRAM SHOULD BE BALANCED Bk 
new challenges tomorrow. THE NEED FOR IHE SYSTEM NOT 

T O  BE OVERWHELMED BY OVER- 
With that advice,  let me urge you,  mEc,'ATIONm 

however, not to lose sight of the need for 
the CGIAR to continue to work in concert 
with all others who care about the fate and future of the world's desperately 
poor. Thomas Jefferson, who introduced upland rice from Africa to the 
United States, once remarked that "the greatest service which can be 
rendered any country is to add an useful plant to its culture; especially a 
bread grain." That would increase knowledge, create abundance, lead to 
prosperity, and foster friendship. In that approach, surely, lies the basis for a 
thriving and stable international order derived from agriculturally-oriented 
cooperation. It  should inspire us both to seek more "new seedsn--research- 
based technologies-and to arrange for their widest dissemination for the 
greatest good of the billion souls mired in poverty. 

We cannot d o  this alone. We must work steadfastly with others. 
deploying the weapons of solidarity and resorting to the ammunition of 
cooperation on the front lines of the battles against hunger and poverty. We 
must be unflinching in our commitment to help liberate the deprived and 
disadvantaged from bondage. And we shall prevail. 
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LUCERNE DECLARATION AND 
ACTION PROGRAM 

T H E  L U C E R N E  D E C L A R A T I O N  

, Ministers, Heads of Agencies, and Delegates representing the 
ship of the Consultative Group on  International Agricultural 
(CGIAR): 

Cognizant of the vicious circle of poverty, population g r o ~ ~ h ,  and envi- 
ronmental degradation that affects the world's poor; 

Encouraged by the progress the world community is making in s11:iping 
a global agenda to deal with the urgent problems of the environment, popu- 
lation growth, social development, and the participation of women; 

Mindful of the potential contribution of agriculture to development, 
particularly in alleviating the suffering of one billion people who live in 
abject poverty, most of them malnourished; 

Aware that population growth in developing countries and rising 
incomes will double food demand by 2025, threatening the future food secu- 
rity of much of humanity and the integrity of the Earth's natural resources, 
especially soil and water, and biological diversity: 

Convinced that the new knowledge and technologies generated 
by scientific research are necessary to meet the rising food demand in 
a long- term susta inable  way ,  froin a limited a n d  fragile natural  
resource base; 

Recognizing the outstanding tlchieven~ents of scientific research 
conducted by CGIAR research centers which have raised the productivity 
of agriculture, forestry, and fisheries; thus contributing to the generation of 
rural income :ind employment, the lowering of food prices, and the allevi- 
ation of urban and rural poverty, while promoting South-North research 
partnerships: 

Call for the renewal and reinforcement of this successful work, aimed 
now at the multiple challenges of increasing and protecting agricultural 
productivity, safeguarding natural resources, and helping to  achieve 
people-centered policies for environmentally sustainable development; 
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Endorse the vision of the renewed CGIAR of helping to combat poverty 
and hunger in the world by inobilizing both indigenous knowledge and 
inodern science, and through sharply focused research priorities, tighter 
governance, greater efforts at South-North partnership, and flexible financing 
arrangements, as an appropriate response to the challenges of the coming 
century: and 

Affirm our strong support for the revitalized CGIAR as one of the main 
instruments of the world coininunity whose contribution, in close partnership 
with other actors. is of considerable importance to the successful inlplemen- 
ration of the emerging global development agenda. 

T H E  L U C E R N E  A C T I O N  P R O G R A M  

Introduction 

hlinisters, Heads of Agencies, and Delegates endorse the thrusts and 
theines of the background studies prepared for their meeting. They 
welcome the United Nations Environment Prograrnrrle (UNEP) as a 
Cosponsor of the CGIAR. They re~lffirm the strong need to ensure conti- 
nuity of publicly funded research, complementing research conducted by 
the private sector, on problems of international significance in agriculture. 
livestock, forests, and ~iquatic resources. This reaffirmation is based on the 
need to help meet the food needs of the poor and on the contribution that 
agricultural research can make to poverty alleviation in the context of 
sustainable development. Although it is a s111:ill coinponent of the global 
research system, the CGIAR has an import~int role to play as a catalyst and 
bridge builder. 

Broader Partnerships 

In light of its position within the global agricultural research system, 
the CGIAR is encouraged to continue its efforts to develop a rrlore open 
and participatory system with full South-North ownership. 

Accordingly, the CGIAR is encouraged to: 

I .  continue to broaden its membership by including more developing 
countries as active ineinbers who participate fully in CGIAR delib- 
erations: 

2. convene 3 cominittee of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) 
and a committee of the private sector as a means of improving 
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dialogue among the CGIAK, the private sector, and members of the 
civil society who are interested in the same issues as the CGIAR; 

3. accelerate the process of systematizing participation by national 
agricultural research systems (NAKS) of developing countries in 
setting and implementing the Group's agenda (a specific action 
plan to do so is being prepared by the NAKS and representatives 
of the CGIAK, and will be presented at International Centers Week 
1995); and 

4.  complete its transition from a donor-client approach to equal part- 
nership of all participants from the South and North within the 
CGIAR System. 

Research Agenda 

The mission of the CGIAK is to contribute, through its research, to 
promoting sustainable agriculture for food security in the developing 
countries. 

Therefore, the CGIAK is urged to: 

1. conduct strategic and applied research, with its products being 
international puhlic goods; 

2. focus its research agenda on problem-solving through interdiscipli- 
nary programs implemented by one or more international centers, 
in collaboration with a full range of partners; 

3. concentrate such programs on increasing productivity, protecting 
the environment, saving biodiversity, improving policies, and 
contributing to strengthening agricultural research in developing 
countries; 

4. address more forcefully the international issues of water scarcity, 
soil and nutrient management, and aquatic resources; 

5. pay special attention to Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, which 
face the greatest challenges in eradicating poverty and malnutri- 
tion; 

6. ensure that research programs address the problems of the poor in 
less-endowed areas, in addition to continuing its work on high- 
potential areas; 
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7 .  reinforce the series of notable actions already taken to protect the 
human heritage of genetic resources, ziiz 

a. placing the plant genetic resources collections of the CGIAR 
Centers under the auspices of the FA0 Commission on Plant 
Genetic Resources: 

b. creating a systernwide program on genetic resources; and 

c. establishing a committee of experts to provide the CGIAR 
System with support and advice on all aspects of plant genetic 
resources policy; 

8. work in closer partnership and collaboration with public and 
private research organizations in the South, including farmer 
groups, universities, NGOs. and international institutions to design 
and conduct research programs; 

9. work in closer partnership and collaboration with public and 
private research organizations and universities from developed 
countries to design and conduct joint research programs; and 

10. ensure that the setting of its research agenda reflects the views and 
goals of glohal and regional fora on agricultural research. 

Governance 

Collegiality and informality are important and durable assets of the 
CGIAR. Therefore, the CGIAR should not be established as a formal 
international organization, but could benefit from strengthening its deci- 
sionmaking processes and consultative mechanisms. 

Toward this end, the CGIAR is requested to: 

1. retain overall decisionmaking powers in its general membership or 
"committee of the whole," supported in this task by a Steering 
Committee and its component standing committees on Oversight 
and Finance, as well as ad hoc committees established when 
necessary; 

2. ensure that scientific advice of the highest quality continues to be 
provided by the CGIAR's independent Technical Advisory 
Committee (TAC); and 
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3. strengthen the assessment of its performance and impact by estab- 
lishing an independent evaluation function reporting to the CGIAR 
as a whole. 

Finance 

Higher levels of investment in agriculhlral research are needed to meet 
the challenge for innovation and nenr technologies which can contribute to 
higher and sustainable agricultural production. To ensure a concentrated and 
sustained effort, investinents must be expanded for all components of the 
global system at the national, regional, and international levels. As to the 
CGIAK, participants cominit themselves to: (i) consolidate current comple- 
mentary funding into the main funding of the agreed agenda, and (ii) 
maintain the real value of the level of support and, wherever possible, to 
increase it. For those donors who can do  so, multi-year coinmitrnents to the 
CGIAR would help to increase predictability and facilitate programming. 

To ensure that support  for the CGIAR is stable and predictable, 
Members are urged to: 

1. institute a negotiation and review process, involving all Members, 
to ensure a full funding of the agreed research agenda; 

2. continue to use a matrix framework to  articulate the CGIAR's 
programs and to serve as a benchmark for funding and monitoring 
CGIAK activities, thus enhancing transparency and accountability; 

3. provide their support to Centers, programs, or both to facilitate 
agreement on  a financing plan which funds all components of the 
agreed research agenda fully; and 

4. disburse their pledged contributions as early as possible in the 
financial year, to ensure t i~nely imple~nentation of approved 
programs. 

Meanwhile, the CGIAR is urged to: 

1. continue its efforts to expand its membership from both the North 
and the South: 

2 .  solicit the philanthropic financial participation of the private sector 
without compromising the pul~lic goods character of the CGIAR's 
research; and 
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3. explore the feasibility of setting up  a fund or a foundation which 
can seek contributions to support agricultural research. 

Additionally, the CGIAR is encouraged to undertake research in Eastern 
Europe and in countries of the former Soviet Union. However, as Inore 
than a marginal effort will be required, such ;ictivities should be initiated 
only when a clear program of work where the CGIAR has a distinctive 
comparative advantage has been established, and ;I minirnunl level of 
separate and additional funding has been secured. For this purpose, the 
CGIAR should establish a separate fund to ensure no  diversion or dilution 
of the current focus of responsibilities. The CGIAR should carry out an 
analysis to determine options for decisionmaking in this area of activity. In 
the meanti~ne, contacts with scientific establishments in that part of the 
world should be encouraged. 
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